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Chapter 1361 - Immortal Change 

That phoenix had a powerful hostility, carrying a fiendish aura, as if it wanted to devour everyone here! 

This was originally an immortal bird, auspicious and sacred, but now, it was this bloodthirsty, even its 

five-colored divine feathers were dyed a blood red color, not quite the same as the immortal bird aura 

that it should have. 

Ding ding dong dong... 

The guqin music was melodious, extremely beautiful, actually making one feel as if they were about to 

comprehend the dao; just how shocking of a thing was this? 

On the ridge of the house, that snow-white skeleton plucked a beautiful melody that was extremely 

moving. Its finger bones were fine, snow-white and sparkling, looking like those of a woman’s. 

In a daze, everyone developed the misconception that this wasn’t a snow-white skeleton, but rather an 

exceptional beauty who was currently playing the instrument in a leisurely manner, plucking the most 

beautiful notes. 

It was to the extent where everyone seemed to have seen her true appearance. She was a world 

toppling beauty whose beauty hid the moon and shamed the flowers, body as if sculpted from fine jade, 

white clothes purer than snow, holy and perfect. 

Everyone shook their heads, trying to remain clear-headed, but the more they did this, the more real it 

seemed. The snow-white skeleton’s flesh was reconstructed, producing an exceptional beauty. 

She was extremely beautiful, no flaws to be found. She looked flawless, as if she was someone who 

walked straight out of a painting. 

This was a fairy, a true immortal, not those beautiful women of the mortal world. She didn’t originally 

come from the secular realm. 

What is going on? They clearly saw a snow-white skeleton just now, so why did it now truly produce 

flesh and blood, not even heavenly eyes able to see through it anymore? 

“Wake up!” Great Elder Meng Tianzheng shouted out, using dao sounds. 

The group of youngsters trembled, and then they woke up. What kind of dao method was this? Why was 

it that they were confused the instant they met? Were even the so-called heavenly eyes ineffective? 

Forget about them, even some of the foreign side’s elders felt ashamed. Just now, they were also 

confused, only after they were awakened by those around them did they wake, body drenched in cold 

sweat. 

It was still that white skeleton, an exceptional beauty whose flesh and blood had disappeared. The 

music was extremely sinister, making everyone fall into a state of confusion, their senses failing. 



Her bones were slender and fine, extremely long, indeed those belonging to a woman. Moreover, one 

could tell that she was definitely an exceptional beauty when she was alive, but now, she was already 

dead. 

“Phoenix Parasol Immortal Guqin!” 

Great Elder stared at that guqin, seeing that it had a portion broken, the strings also not complete, 

lacking two strands. It was extremely shocking. 

This was definitely that immortal guqin recorded in ancient texts, refined from a Parasol Tree. Its 

material was the core of the Phoenix Clan ancestral land’s number one divine tree. 

This guqin had been lost for too long, none of them expecting to see it here. It was already damaged to 

such a serious degree, one could see that it had experienced a miserable battle. 

This was originally one of the Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ most well-known magical artifacts, one 

comparable to the Heaven and Earth Pouch and Ten Realms Diagram! 

What origins did this woman have? 

Suddenly, that Blood Phoenix cried out, as if it was communicating with the snow-white skeleton. As a 

result, with a ding sound, the Phoenix Parasol Immortal Guqin released a shocking noise. A broken string 

flew out, lashing at all those from the foreign side like a whip. 

Dang! 

The Immortal Smelting Pot shone, taking the initiative to rush out. It blasted aside the string, but a loud 

noise was released on its own body, divine light surging. One could see just how terrifying this strike 

was. 

The string that was blasted aside released a dragon cry. It turned into a Flood Dragon, quickly rushing at 

Shi Hao and the others, attacking indiscriminately. 

Peng! 

The corpse wrapping cloth unfolded, erupting with brilliance like waves, stopping this zither string, 

blocking this Flood Dragon. 

Draconic cries sounded in waves, the string withdrawing. 

This was just a probing attack, yet it already made everyone’s expressions change. This snow-white 

skeleton was deep and immeasurable, able to attack with this immortal zither. Everyone’s expressions 

became grave. 

Jiu jiu... The Fallen Blood Phoenix who hadn’t matured yet communicated with the skeleton, unknown 

what it was saying. It was because no one understood the phoenix clan’s language. 

That snow-white skeleton’s body was long and slender, its skull clearly lacking a soul flame, not like 

something with a primordial spirit. However, it assumed a respectful listening posture, this situation 

quite strange. 

Ding! 



A light noise sounded. Zither notes split the heavens! 

The sound wasn’t that loud and resounding, but a streak of light flew out from that side, actually slicing 

open the heavenly dome, cleaving heaven and earth into two. 

Then, notes shot out streak after streak, all of them silver-colored, smashing towards the foreign 

creatures, at the same time attacking Great Elder and the others as well. 

“Remaining evil, those who were killed back then, do you truly think we are scared of you? Immortal 

Smelting Pot, please revive and kill it!” A foreign elder roared. 

Hong! 

The Immortal Smelting Pot shone, activated together by all of them. It was as if an ancient war god 

stepped over the long river of time, currently walking over step by step, resisting the suppression of this 

world, continuously becoming strong, gradually reviving! 

The Immortal Smelting Pot shone, the pot mouth releasing a streak of blazing radiance, attacking the 

skeleton and immortal zither. 

Dong! 

It was as if heaven and earth were first opened, the first divine sound of the cosmos sounding. It was 

ear-splitting, one’s soul feeling like it was going to scatter. When the two artifacts clashed, lightning 

flashed and thunder rumbled, all types of irregular scenes appearing. 

Great Elder couldn’t help but activate the corpse wrapping cloth to protect this place, moreover using 

the Everlasting Sword Core to hack at the notes flying over. 

It suffered from attacks at both sides, moreover both immortal dao treasures, so the pressure that 

skeleton felt naturally increased many fold. 

Right at this time, a loud and clear bird cry sounded. A giant bird dove down from the heavens, flying out 

from the ancient buildings 

This was a dried-up giant bird. It still had plume feathers, but they had long grown dim, its flesh 

shriveled, skin wrapping around bones. It was to the extent where half its body revealed dried-up bones. 

However, everyone was shocked, because this was a phoenix, a matured immortal bird! 

However, it had already died, now as if summoned, like some type of puppet weapon. 

This gave everyone a headache, worthy of being an ancient realm sealed in primal chaos. It was too 

mysterious, even this type of immortal bird’s corpse existing here! This was just too terrifying. 

However, this phoenix still wasn’t the one that was ranked within the Vicious Ten. 

Despite this, it was definitely powerful when it was alive, but it unfortunately died here. 

There were only a finite number of species like this, yet they saw two of them today, one old one young. 

“Kill!” The foreign side erupted with ferocity. With the Immortal Smelting Pot in hand, they didn’t fear 

any enemies, fighting with everything they had. 



Great Elder felt a headache. There was a phoenix corpse and that snow-white skeleton even attacked his 

side, so he had no choice but to fight back. 

Hong! 

A world-shaking great explosion erupted. The phoenix corpse dove down, that type of power 

unimaginable. Together with the zither playing woman, the power was even more deep and 

immeasurable. 

Both Great Elder and the other side had to make an all-out effort. They were originally enemies, yet 

right now, they both suffered attacks. 

Even though the giant palaces here had formations and other things in place, they still couldn’t 

withstand the power of these unmatched weapons, a few of them immediately falling apart. 

They fought intensely. The Everlasting Sword Core, corpse wrapping cloth, and Immortal Smelting Pot 

rose up, clashing with each other. 

They were enemies after all, so even though they suffered the attacks of the phoenix corpse and zither 

music, the people of the other side still didn’t forget to fight Great Elder to the death, producing a 

chaotic battle. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, a wave of austere energy engulfed the battlefield. An ancient bugle horn sounded, 

suppressing this place. 

A great formation emerged, covering heaven and earth, engulfing everyone. This was a ruined 

formation, but it was similarly terrifying, enveloping everyone. 

“Break for me!” The Immortal Smelting Pot trembled, erupting with heaven overflowing imperishable 

light. It shattered the sky, forcibly tearing apart a great crack. 

“Kill!” Great Elder also shouted. 

However, gray mist pervaded this place, time swirling about. It was as if it was bringing all of them into 

an ancient battlefield. 

One could see that the scenery completely changed. Skeletons were everywhere, all of them the 

remains of the most powerful creatures! 

“En, slaughter our way out! We cannot stay here!” Someone from the other side released a muffled 

shout, feeling that something was strange, that they had fallen into an ancient formation. 

It had to be said that the Immortal Smelting Pot was powerful. It tore apart heaven and earth, blasting 

through the formation’s obstructions, directly bringing them out. 

On the other side, Great Elder was also going all out, using the corpse wrapping cloth and Everlasting 

Sword Core to open up a path, rushing out from this damaged immortal dao formation. 



Outside, the scenery changed greatly. Large amounts of collapsed buildings surrounded them, exposing 

an altar on the central giant mountain. There was an ancient coffin there that was made of wood, 

moreover with leaves still growing from it. 

“Immortal Wood!” They cried out in alarm. 

It was because waves of immortal mist rose from the coffin. Even though it had been turned into a 

coffin, it still possessed life force. Branches grew out from it, shining green leaves on them. 

There were many patterns on the altar, its surface covered in mysterious essence blood that nourished 

this coffin. 

“What kind of strange coffin is this? After my world’s undying beings died in battle, the blood essence of 

their remains is actually all here, nourishing this coffin!” The foreign side’s people were alarmed and 

furious. 

On the other side, the phoenix corpse and zither playing white skeleton were still there. The zither 

sound was long and drawn-out, as if summoning a soul. 

Apart from the young phoenix, everything else was dead, lacking life force. However, why were there 

these types of arrangements? 

Everyone was confused, staring at the immortal coffin that was full of vitality. 

The long and drawn-out zither music was still sounding, carrying a wave of sadness, as if it was 

summoning a soul from a distant time and place. 

Right at this moment, everyone broke out into a cold shiver under this sad music, all of their fine hairs 

standing on end, their scalps turning numb. It was because they sensed great danger. 

The mountain region in the distance trembled. Six terrifying figures were closing in, towering between 

heaven and earth. They were the six undying beings’ corpses that were previously laying on the 

battlefield. They were actually summoned over. 

Moreover, in the distance, rubble collapsed the clouds, immortal graves blasted apart. There were 

corpses that appeared, quickly approaching this place. 

“Motherfucker, what is this damn place? What is going on now?!” Cao Yusheng cursed. 

Was this to wipe them all out? How could so many immortal corpses be controlled? If they were 

surrounded like this, they would most likely all die here! 

Chapter 1362 - Disturbing a Dream of Ten Thousand Generations 

“I’m seeing fucking ghosts[1]!” At this moment, even Sacred Academy’s Daoist Qi Gu who was usually 

quiet couldn’t help but cry out. 

“No, it’s actually seeing immortals!” Fatty Cao Yusheng corrected. 

In the distance, rocks collapsed the clouds. One could see figures rising up one after another, giant 

without end, blood energy piercing through the sun and moon. That type of power was too frightening. 



Even though they were far away, right now, they could still feel immortal dao weapons reviving one 

after another, intimidating one’s souls. One had to understand that it was hard to find many of these 

things in the present world! 

However, now, four or five of them emerged at once. The power was overflowing, as if stellar streams 

burst through the dam, roaring over with unstoppable power! 

Immortal graves were opened, immortal corpses rushing into the heavens. This type of irregular scene 

had never been seen before! 

What kind of place was this? Why did they have to obey the skeleton woman’s orders? It was definitely 

the zither that was summoning them, calling them over to kill the enemies. 

Together with the six figures whose heads touched the heavens, towering into the heavenly dome, 

shaking the great earth with every step, the situation was even more horrifying. 

Six undying creatures, they were getting closer and closer, about to take action! 

There were immortal corpses in the distance, undying corpses up close, how were they even supposed 

to fight back? This was completely a path of death with not the slightest chance of victory. 

“We’re leaving!” 

The best choice was to run. If they really were to fight here to the end, they would undoubtedly die, 

there wouldn’t be any other result. 

Great Elder used the corpse wrapping cloth, surrounding everyone within, and then opened up a spatial 

passage, directly leaving this place. 

The foreign side also moved. Even though they were aggressive, they still wouldn’t throw away their 

lives for no reason. In this type of situation of inevitable death, they decisively used the Immortal 

Smelting Pot to open up a path of escape. 

Hu! 

Crazy winds roared, carrying a blood color. There was black-colored lightning that swept about. The 

scenery of this heaven and earth immediately became extremely strange and terrifying, interfering with 

the two weapons. 

In the surroundings, waves of ancient symbols surged, immortal light pervading the air. An ancient great 

formation was reviving, cutting off their path of escape. 

“Not good, there is no way to move through the void. We have been locked onto, this place is too 

strange!” An elder on the other side released a low roar. 

“Try again!” Someone roared. At the crucial juncture, they had to stake it all, or else everyone would die 

here. n/-𝑂((𝓋-/𝔢.-1/(𝗯/.1)(n 

“In this world, the Immortal Smelting Pot is restricted, needing to resist the will of heaven and earth.” 

One of them said with an ugly expression. The Immortal Smelting Pot was an unmatched magical 



artifact, able to even suppress and kill immortals, yet when it entered this world, it had to constantly 

deal with the effects of this world. 

On the other side, Great Elder Meng Tianzheng was even more nervous than them. He was similarly 

obstructed. This great formation couldn’t directly harm them, but it still interfered with their path of 

retreat. 

This world, this void, there were extremely complicated diagrams that were previously engraved on it. 

These diagrams remained inextinguishable throughout endless generations, displaying the greatest use. 

Weng! 

The void released an exploding sound. A large claw, descended, covering the world, the claw covered in 

green scales. This was a foreign undying’s corpse, its body massive, able to tear down the sun and moon. 

At this time, it directly smashed down on the people from both sides, wishing to kill all of them. 

“You are a predecessor of my world, how could you do this?” An elder from the other side roared out, 

eyes completely widened, shocked and angered to the extreme. 

Dang! 

The Immortal Smelting Pot shone, stopping this strike. However, it was also shaking. 

Chi! 

Another giant beast opened up its bloody mouth, shattering the heavenly dome with a bite. It was going 

to swallow up all of them. 

The sword core in Great Elder Meng Tianzheng’s hands shone, releasing a streak of sharp radiance, 

hacking outwards. Moreover, the corpse wrapping cloth shone, producing a brilliant screen of light to 

resist this strike. 

The situation was dire. The corpses of undying beings rushed over, attacking with their terrifying bodies, 

wishing to wipe them out. Meanwhile, in the distance, the immortal corpses quickly arrived as well. 

They turned into divine streaks of multicolored light, blasting apart heaven and earth, nothing able to 

stop them. 

The zither sounds rang out, still sounding, summoning and controlling these corpses. 

“Suppress it!” 

Those from the other side roared out. The battle instincts of aggressive species were all powerful, 

instantly changing their minds. They no longer tried to run, instead attacking that the zither playing 

snow-white skeleton. 

As long as they could subdue her, the danger would also end. 

Great Elder Meng Tianzheng also had similar thoughts. He was even more direct, rushing forward 

murderously, wishing to pass over the sparkling skeleton and leave through this place. 



Both sides took action at the same time, attacking the woman. In the end, they were stopped by the 

Phoenix Parasol Immortal Guqin, and that giant phoenix corpse also spread its wings, diving over. 

This was a bit horrifying. They could already vaguely see that even the undying phoenix cared a lot about 

the snow-white skeleton, protecting her. 

“Stake it all! Even if we suffer great losses, we still have to slaughter our way over. Have the Immortal 

Smelting Pot completely revive!” The foreign side’s people roared. 

Hong! 

At this moment, a group of elders from the other side activated the pot with full strength, their mouths 

chanting incantations that sounded like a type of prayer, even more so like some type of sacrificial 

ceremony. 

The Immortal Smelting Pot shone, undying energy rushing into the heavens, as if a foreign ancient 

ancestor was reviving. A pair of eyes opened in the primal chaos, releasing incomparable killing intent. 

“Kill immortal!” 

In a daze, these two ancient words sounded, representing the Immortal Smelting Pot’s original meaning. 

The reason it was brought into this world was precisely to destroy all immortals. 

Heaven and earth split apart, not even the great formations here able to stop this. The Immortal 

Smelting Pot erupted with extreme power, and the will of heaven and earth seemed to have been 

temporarily been overcome. 

They could vaguely hear the chanting of countless foreign creatures, the accumulation of who knew how 

many generations, the worship of countless clans’ most powerful creatures. 

The world exploded, chaotic energy surging. 

Up ahead, the zither music was severed, because this type of power was too shocking. If the Immortal 

Smelting Pot truly revived, then the power would be incomparable. 

Only, this type of price was too great, even a few people below the Immortal Smelting Pot immediately 

coughed out large mouthfuls of blood, to the extent where there were young kings that exploded on the 

spot, unable to hold on under these fluctuations. 

It wasn’t the Immortal Smelting Pot wreaking havoc, attacking indiscriminately, but rather that this 

weapon wasn’t prepared for them. It belonged to the few most powerful ancient existences of the other 

side. 

For those creatures, these fluctuations naturally weren’t much. 

Chi! 

The zither music was stopped, the snow-white skeleton becoming perplexed, as if it lost its soul. Its head 

leaned to the side, as if trying hard to think about something. 

A bird cry sounded. That phoenix corpse dove down, staking it all against the Immortal Smelting Pot. 



In the distance, the only living creature, that Fallen Blood Phoenix that had yet to mature screamed 

endlessly, as if it was communicating with the snow-white skeleton. 

“This is our opportunity! This skeleton doesn’t even have a soul flame inside of it, yet it is still thinking, 

really is fucking strange! Attack!” The foreign people roared. 

At the same time, Great Elder also used all of his strength, rushing over. They had to escape from this 

place. 

It was because there were six undying corpses right behind them, attacking again. Meanwhile, the 

immortal corpses also arrived, simply about to erase the world! 

Peng! 

The mature phoenix corpse’s eyes flickered with scarlet light, carrying heaven overflowing flames, 

clashing head-on with the Immortal Smelting Pot. A great clash erupted. Even though it was previously 

unmatched in the world, it was still dead now. At this moment, its plume feathers withered, flying out in 

reverse. 

“Kill!” 

The foreign creatures roared out, doing everything they could to activate the Immortal Smelting Pot. 

Even when the fluctuations made their bodies crack apart, mouths cough out blood, they still didn’t 

want to stop. 

That snow-white and sparkling skeleton was still in a state of stupor, not moving. The young Blood 

Phoenix in the distance screamed out, trying to wake it up. 

Dang! 

The Immortal Smelting Pot struck down on its body, that skeleton breaking apart with a hua la sound, 

turning into a pile of bones. 

“Success!” The foreign side cheered. 

However, their expressions became cold soon afterwards, because even though the white skeleton 

collapsed into a pile, not a single one of the bones was broken. 

Moreover, at this time, they shone, quickly gathering together, forming a tall and slender figure, 

standing over there! 

“What kind of monster is this? The Immortal Smelting Pot can kill immortals! Why is it incapable of 

breaking even a pile of white bones?” This group of people was horrified. 

Fortunately, they still rushed over, not being stopped. 

At the same time, Great Elder Meng Tianzheng and the others also rushed past, avoiding the attacks of 

inevitable death in the back. 

“Should we bring away this coffin?” The foreign side said quietly, because that immortal wooden coffin 

was laying on the altar before them. The leaves on it were sparkling and green, releasing waves of 

immortal mist, resting right there. 



“Don’t act recklessly!” Someone replied extremely seriously. 

However, when the Immortal Smelting Pot rushed over, it still raised waves of strong winds, alarming 

this ancient coffin. 

“That is...” The foreign people cried out in alarm. 

The alarmed ancient coffin shone, the coffin lid becoming transparent, revealing the scene inside. 

“Heavens, it’s her coffin?!” At this moment, the Nine Heavens’ people also came over, just in time to see 

this scene. 

The wooden coffin was extremely special. Right now, it was sparkling and brilliant, revealing the true 

scene within. There was a beautiful woman laying there, perfect and flawless, covered in snow-white 

clothes, pure without faults. 

It was precisely the appearance of that skeleton when it regrew flesh, the two the exact same. 

“Something’s not right, it is only a layer of skin! Look, there is a hole in her body, the inside is empty, like 

a mortal envelope!” 

“There is a sphere of light inside of her head, is she going to revive?” 

This was extremely terrifying and strange. Did this individual not completely die yet? Or was it to say 

that this was an unimaginably terrifying heroic spirit? Maybe it was a type of transformation? 

If it was a transformation, then this was too frightening. Normally, it was an old skin that was shed, and 

then a new set of skin that was produced, yet she gave up her bones, only leaving behind her 

exceptional appearance. 

“Could it really be a ghost achieving immortality? This place has heaven reaching natural luck, she has 

been nurtured all this time. She has likely become a completely different type of creature, achieving 

immortality after death, already no longer the same person!” Great Elder Meng Tianzheng said. 

Weng! 

Heaven and earth trembled, the void also being imprisoned. 

Regardless of whether it was the Immortal Smelting Pot or Immortal King Corpse Wrapping Cloth, they 

both trembled, locked down by a powerful domain. Then, they were forcefully pulled back, unable to 

leave this place. 

Inside that coffin, that woman opened her eyes, the scene of the universe first opening appearing in her 

eyes, gods and devils killed. There were even more great stars that moved about, entering destruction. 

“We really are seeing every blasted supernatural thing there is! Not only did we see immortal corpses 

and undying remains, there is even the rumored ghost achieving immortality!” Cao Yusheng cursed, 

feeling alarmed and scared. 

The instant this woman opened her eyes, even the two unmatched magical artifacts were pulled back. 

This was too terrifying. Was she trying to keep all of them here? 



At this moment, everyone felt a great pressure, as if there were great mountains weighing down on 

them. 

“Who dares disturb my dream of ten thousand generations, disturb my tranquil heart?” A calm voice 

sounded from the ancient coffin, directly penetrating everyone’s innermost depths! 

1. This means something similar to ‘to hell with it’ 

Chapter 1363 - Restricted Land 

When these words were spoken, everyone’s bodies went rigid, completely unable to move! 

What kind of person was this? One dream, endless generations pass, a heart like a calm lake, now 

disturbed by others, this way of speaking... was too terrifying. 

However, everyone could see that there was no way she could have survived completely intact. There 

was definitely some type of unforeseen change along the way that made her body die, her own great 

dao almost extinguished. 

There was only a set of human skin inside the coffin, beautiful like a goddess, perfect and fine, as if 

forged by the heavens, their most perfect masterpiece. 

Ghost achieving immortality, it was too similar to this type of legend! 

In the past, there were no real examples, always been just a few rumors. Now, they seemed to have 

seen the result of ghost achieving immortality for the first time, this result extremely shocking. 

Who was she? What kind of identity did she have before? 

“Break through!” The foreign side were now scared, frantically activating the Immortal Smelting Pot, not 

hesitating to pay the price. There were immediately individuals whose bodies exploded, because the 

more thorough the revival of the magical artifact, the more intense the fluctuations would be, the 

harder it was for them to bear. 

Those young kings’ expressions were pale. Fortunately, there were older generation figures who 

protected them, or else they would have all been wiped out! 

Weng! 

The Immortal Smelting Pot trembled, breaking free from the restrictions, about to escape. 

Great Elder Meng Tianzheng’s expression was serious. He did everything he could to operate the corpse 

wrapping cloth, wrapping it around everyone to bring them out of this place. 

“Senior, are you a cultivator from my Nine Havens? From your clothing and your immortal voice, it 

doesn’t belong to the other side! Hurry and kill the enemies! Those bastards came again!” Cao Yusheng 

screamed out. 

The domain between heaven and earth was unstable, the cultivators of the Nine Heavens also rushing 

over. 



“What Nine Heavens? What other side? What does past smoke and clouds have to do with me?” That 

woman released a sigh. 

“We didn’t mean to disturb you, we will leave here!” A foreign elder cupped his fists, currently acting 

extremely humble, wishing to immediately leave, not wanting to stay even a moment longer in this 

blasted place. Those so-called secrets couldn’t be investigated, it was just too dangerous. 

“This pot is a bit familiar, I have forgotten too much...” The woman spoke up, her voice pleasant to listen 

to. However, it was also a bit lonely. 

With a hu sound, the coffin lid opened, and then she actually sat up. With a raise of her hand, her 

slender, spotlessly white, sparkling jade white finger lightly tapped on the Immortal Smelting Pot. 

The foreign side’s souls all trembled, utterly terrified. Just what kind of existence was this? Her 

movements were like lightning, striking out with a finger from the distance just like that. 

One had to understand that what they were controlling was the Immortal Smelting Pot! 

Dang! 

The noises were ear-splitting. After the Immortal Smelting Pot was struck, it erupted with a blast of 

dazzling light. The terrifying power erupted like a mountain torrent, rushing towards the woman. 

However, with a wipe of her jade-like hands, it was actually directly scattered. 

The expressions of everyone on the foreign side became pale. This woman was too terrifying. 

“Pot spirit, please revive!” Someone couldn’t help but cry out, using an urgent and ancient voice to call 

out, summoning the Immortal Smelting Pot’s spirit, to wake it from its sleep. 

A powerful will gradually awakened, producing heaven overflowing power! 

However, before the woman moved, this world already sensed something first. This wasn’t an artifact 

that belonged to this world, and as a result, it was severely rejected. There were all types of great dao 

patterns that suppressed it. 

“It gives me quite the bad feeling.” The woman said to herself. A finger pointed out. The Immortal 

Smelting Pot swayed, ripples spreading, loud noises sounding. 

At the same time, she also looked at Shi Hao and the others. With a raise of her hand, she was going to 

seize the Immortal King Corpse Wrapping Cloth. 

“If you are a predecessor of my Nine Heavens, a former warrior, then you would definitely recognize this 

banner. It is the previous iron blood banner, how could you forget?!” Great Elder Meng Tianzheng 

roared out. 

He activated it with all of his power, making this cloth shine, immortal light brilliant. There were several 

types of blood that appeared, with immortal king auras that pervaded out, surrounding the heavens. 

That was immortal blood. There were at least two immortal kings who were brought back in it, their 

souls still lingering about this banner! 



“It is extremely familiar...” The woman became absent-minded. Her hand stopped in midair, not 

touching the banner. However, soon afterwards, she snapped back again. “So what if I recognize it?” 

Hu! 

Great winds swept about. With a turn of her hand, the Immortal Smelting Banner and Immortal King 

Corpse Wrapping Cloth were both pushed aside. They dropped into the mountain range up ahead. 

There was actually a giant chess board there. 

“Not good, this is an unmatched formation, she is going to trap all of us here!” The foreign side’s people 

cried out. 

“Those who stand in my path shall be killed!” Right at this time, the Immortal Smelting Pot’s will 

gradually revived, about to act out. 

“Artifact spirit, please quell your anger, please continue your slumber.” Someone from the other side 

shouted loudly, moreover starting to chant sutras. 

“Why are you stopping it?” Someone asked. 

“It is because those from the Nine Heavens are also stopped here, that woman not discriminating 

between us, which is why we cannot provoke her first, or else the result won’t be good.” Someone said 

quietly. 

The Immortal Smelting Pot was quiet, not acting out anymore. 

Meanwhile, the great earth thus also finally became calm. Otherwise, countless dao patterns would 

appear, all of them dealing with this pot. 

“I have forgotten about the past, and I do not wish to recollect those memories either. All of you will be 

captured.” The woman said. 

Dong! 

Six undying creatures’ corpses walked over, their bodies incredibly massive. They began to charge 

towards the chess board in the mountain range. 

At the same time, several immortal corpses also arrived, surrounding all sides! 

“Senior, you and I are both residents of the Nine Heavens, why is there a need to do this?!” Shi Hao 

shouted. 

The youngsters all already realized that this should be an expert from the Nine Heavens who died, and 

then was reborn through chance. Even if it was a ghost immortal, she should have still been on the Nine 

Heavens’ side when she was alive. 

“Those memories weren’t all that wonderful, so since they have already been lost, what purpose is there 

in further pursuing them? I do not wish to remember those things. Forget it, all of you, leave, I am not 

going to compete with this world. From here on out, this realm will be a forbidden region, one outside 

that of the secular world. Do not disturb me!” 



This really was shocking, the woman actually spoke like this. At first, she was still a bit perplexed, but 

eventually, she became incredibly decisive, speaking with an unquestionable tone. 

Hu! 

That chess board was opened. They were blown out, sent flying by a swing of her sleeves, directly 

rushing out of this realm’s borders. 

Jiu jiu... That young phoenix cried out, not willing to let them go, communicating with that woman. 

“Senior, you can’t let them go! These are foreign people! You had a direct relationship with them before 

your death! You should completely kill them!” Cao Yusheng roared out, finding this extremely hard to 

accept. 

The faces of those from the other side warped, angered badly. They all clenched their fists, their bodies 

under the cover of the the Immortal Smelting Pot, eyes staring in this direction. 

In reality, Shi Hao, Great Xu Tuo, Qi Gu, and the others all wanted to have this woman kill the foreign 

creatures, wipe out this group of enemies. 

However, it was quite a pity. That beautiful woman was extremely decisive, completely unaffected by 

these words, chasing all of them out, not getting involved. 

“The persistence of the past did not produce wonderful results. Instead of this, why not just cut it off, 

what does all of this have to do with me? From this point on, I will just calmly watch the endless river of 

time flow on, the heavens grow old and the earth wither. This place will become a restricted land, 

standing outside the smoke and clouds, isolated from all tribulations and disorder!” The woman said 

indifferently. 

Those from the Nine Heavens were left feeling extremely helpless, feeling a wave of powerlessness. 

Hong! 

Immediately afterwards, they all rushed out from this ancient realm. Then, the hundred thousand zhang 

tall giant pitch-black monument slowly descended, sealing this place once more. 

Primal chaos surged. That ancient realm was about to disappear. 

“This really is hard to accept... this was such a great opportunity to wipe out those bastards, yet all of 

them ended up escaping!” Cao Yusheng grumbled. 

“Killing them won’t change all that much, the foreign undying creatures are the ones who are the most 

terrifying. That is the true threat.” A few people comforted themselves. 

On the other side, the foreign creatures below the Immortal Smelting Pot laughed coldly. 

Chi! 

At this time, an object rushed out from the primal chaos, landing on the Immortal King Corpse Wrapping 

Cloth, and a woman’s voice sounded. 



“Since it belonged to this side of the world before, then it shall be returned here.” This voice was 

extremely calm, as if it let everything go. 

Hong! 

In the back, the giant black monument trembled, completely falling. That ancient realm was finally 

sealed up, disappearing without a trace. 

It was clear that the object that flew out landed on the Immortal King Corpse Wrapping Cloth. This was 

enough to prove that this woman previously belonged to the Nine Heavens, because this item chose 

them. 

Everyone stared at it, carefully studying it. 

This was an incense that was less than half a foot long. It had previously been lit before, but it had long 

gone out. 

“What is the meaning of this? Does she want us to burn incense or something?” Someone expressed 

their discontent. 

Everyone stared at it. This stick of incense was extremely ordinary in appearance, nothing special about 

it. 

There were a few characters carved on its surface. Two characters were Immortal Ancient characters, 

the others unrecognizable, ought to belong to some type of extremely powerful species. 

The two characters that could be recognized were: World Annihilation! 

This was too terrifying, leaving everyone horrified. What was the meaning of this? Was the world going 

to be wiped out? 

Why did that woman send out this type of incense? 

What kind of use did it have? 

“This thing isn’t simple, it has to be properly stowed. It definitely has incredible uses.” Great Elder’s 

expression was extremely serious. 

The foreign side’s people’s eyes released vicious light, wishing to seize it. However, when they saw the 

Everlasting Sword Core, corpse wrapping cloth, and other things aimed at them, as well as the World 

Tree Sapling Ten Crown King produced and Heavenly Horned Ant’s single horn Exiled Immortal 

produced, they all held themselves back. 

“I suspect that the woman from just now doesn’t belong to the Nine Heavens, that she came from the 

same place as my ancestors.” Dugu Yun spoke, the expression in his eyes profound and unfathomable. 

“She might be the one who fought against Luo Mo!” n.(𝑜.(𝓥/-𝑒--𝗅//𝒷)-I-(n 

“What? The unmatched expert who has a bit of primal chaos blood, the one who took down the foreign 

side’s ancient ancestor in mutual destruction?” Someone released a low shout. 

When they thought about this, they felt that there was a chance that this was true! 



“Go! We are going to leave this place first!” They confronted the foreign creatures, and then they left 

this primal chaos region one after the other, returning to Great Scarlet Sky Border. 

Many of them remained silent, thinking over everything that happened. 

“Turning into a restricted area, no longer willing to be contaminated by the aura of mortals, isolated 

from disputes, it truly is a pity!” Someone said with a sigh. They thought back to that woman, even if she 

was a ghost that achieved immortality, she likely still possessed immortal level strength. 

“Could it be that the emergence of the Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ restricted areas are all because of 

similar reasons?” Shi Hao said to himself. 

Everyone immediately became stunned, and then they were horrified. 

This issue was extremely frightening. The Nine Heavens Ten Earths had true restricted areas that 

couldn’t be crossed, extremely mysterious existences residing inside of them. It was unknown just how 

powerful they were, existing from the past until now! 

When they thought about it more deeply, they felt that there were definitely many past events hidden 

within, terrifying secrets buried there. 

Chapter 1364 - Arrival of a Cruel Era 

Great Scarlet Sky Border was just like before, still lifeless. 

The ancient city was in ruins. A giant abyss rested where it was, black and endless. Several dozen figures 

towered there, completely silent, cold like statues of demonic gods, waiting for the result. 

On the Nine Heavens’ side, everyone had long left, no one defending this place. 

Chi! 

The Immortal Smelting Pot shone, tearing apart the world, returning from the primal chaos! 

“What happened?” The dozens of figures that were originally quiet all raised their heads, looking 

towards the nearby Immortal Smelting Pot, finding it hard to calm down. They were all stirred up. 

Hu! 

Great winds roared, the Immortal King Corpse Wrapping Cloth fluttering about. Powerful winds swept 

about from the distance, but it didn’t approach this place. 

“We went inside and discovered some clues.” Beneath the Immortal Smelting Pot, a group of people 

revealed themselves. They looked towards Great Elder Meng Tianzheng and the others in the horizon, 

really wanting to kill them. 

At the horizon, the corpse wrapping cloth was put away. Great Elder, Shi Hao, and the others revealed 

their true bodies. They watched from the distance, not coming over. 

Both sides stared at each other, wishing to kill the other side, but they all felt extremely helpless, unable 

to achieve this. 



“It really is a pity. Why would that woman decide to stay uninvolved? She clearly participated in the 

battle back then, a matchless expert. Why does she now have this type of attitude?” Lan Xian said 

quietly. 

“Ghost achieving immortality, these individuals are already different people from the past.” Great Elder 

Meng Tianzheng sighed. He was also full of regret. If the foreign creatures were killed in that ancient 

world and the Immortal Smelting Pot left behind, then this trip really would have been perfect. 

“Go, we’ll discuss things when we return. The unmatched great one has exhausted too much magical 

force.” Next to the abyss, an elder said quietly. In the end, he gave the Nine Heavens a hateful look. He 

revealed a cruel smile and said, “When the Desolate Border is broken through, that will be when your 

nine clans will be wiped out!” 

This was an undisguised threat. They crossed over with an objective in mind, yet things didn’t go 

smoothly at all. 

“All of you can go fuck yourselves!” Cao Yusheng’s mouth was always extremely lowly, not feeling any 

restraint when he opened his mouth, swearing at the foreign leader. 

“Little bastard, wait until my side’s great army crosses over, our endless troops will kill all of your 

cultivators, cut all of you down, not a single one of you will survive. We’ll let you all remain stubborn for 

now!” That elder said coldly. 

“Don’t act so arrogant. The day will come when I will enter the other side and kill the undying beings, 

slaughter ten thousand enemies, overthrow your ancestral thrones!” Shi Hao also spoke hatefully. 

In recent years, he rarely carried this type of hatred and viciousness when speaking. 

However now, he couldn’t hold himself back. He really wanted to kill all of the enemies, wipe out the 

root of calamity and chaos. 

A group of people looked over coldly, staring at him, because the impression this youngster left them 

with was too deep. He killed ten kings alone, defeating ten great experts, making them suffer an 

unprecedented defeat. For these warlike clans, this was a type of extraordinary shame and humiliation. 

“When realms are crossed, the one who removes your head will be me!” On the other side, a young 

man with a golden divine ring around him laughed, pointing at Shi Hao; it was precisely He Ziming. 

“You will be killed sooner or later!” The group of young kings roared. They felt extremely humiliated. 

“The so-called kings were nothing more than this, already had the pleasure to interact with you all. On 

the true battlefield, I am going to kill all of you!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

“Unbridled!” 

“Arrogant!” 

In front of the black abyss, those young kings were naturally boiling with anger, every one of them 

glaring at each other. 



“Do you truly think of yourself as being unmatched under heaven? Let me tell you, we are kings, but we 

aren’t among the top ten young experts!” 

They naturally refused to accept this, all of them extremely angry. 

“Go back and ask your so-called long life families, they will definitely know how strong our side’s so-

called unmatched youth are. They previously established unimaginable miracles one after another!” 

Great Elder’s pupils contracted. When he heard the other side’s remarks, he thought back to a few old 

matters. The foreign side’s people were indeed frightening, there were all types of secrets passed about 

back then. 

During the ancient times, those individuals were still young, yet they could already devour stars, enter 

suns to refine their bodies, enter great yin seas to kill prehistoric monsters. 

Those accomplishments were truly incomparable, difficult to surpass! 

The young kings who came out from the foreign side this time really did pale in comparison. They 

couldn’t really be called young supreme beings, unable to compare to those legendary ancient figures. 

Great Elder Meng Tianzheng and the long life elders had previously talked things over, believing that 

there were definitely young supreme beings like that in this generation as well, the later generation 

definitely not weaker than those before them. 

Perhaps when the best of the ten great kings crossed over, that would be when that type of unmatched 

might would truly appear! 

“Heng, we are young kings, but there are still Emperor Clans, Anlan, Shutuo, and other ancient families’ 

young emperors. When they truly emerge from their ancient lands, your Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ so-

called geniuses would all be like dogs and chickens, so weak they can’t even take a single hit, worth 

absolutely nothing!” 

On the other side, someone said this coldly, carrying a type of zealotry and yearning towards those ten 

great kings, but completely disdainful towards the Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ youngsters. 

When these words sounded, the people from the Nine Heavens Ten Earths all felt their mind fall, feeling 

anger, as well as a great pressure. 

The foreign side’s most powerful young experts never showed themselves after all. There were still 

Emperor Clans above the King Clans! 

“After suffering ten successive losses, you all still have the nerve to be so noisy?” Shi Hao looked at 

them, his voice frivolous, long hair fluttering about. “I’m waiting. I’ll first cut down the kings, and then 

kill those from the Emperor Clans!” 

“Cease your arrogance. When we meet again on the battlefield, our weapons will be washed with your 

blood!” Even though the foreign young kings were unwilling to accept this, they still had no choice but 

to turn around and leave under the older generation’s lead. 

Figures entered the abyss one after another, disappearing from Great Scarlet Sky Border without a 

trace. 



Even though they could still appear, they couldn’t enter Great Scarlet Sky too deeply due to the realm 

wall’s obstruction. The heaven and earth were suppressing them, rejecting them. 

Now wasn’t the time to invade yet. They were waiting, waiting until the day when their great realm 

merged with the Nine Heavens Ten Earths. At that time, they would kill all enemies! 

At the limits of the great earth, Shi Hao, Cao Yusheng, Great Xu Tuo, and the others were all watching, 

not saying a single world. They could all imagine just how bloody and bitter the future great battle was 

going to be. 

Kacha! 

Suddenly, they saw a terrifying scene that left every single person shocked, all of them shivering with 

fear. 

The black abyss was trembling. Around it, several large hands appeared, and then they slowly sunk into 

the black abyss’ depths. 

“Heavens, it is an abyss supported by several large hands, preventing it from closing. This is just too 

terrifying!” The little fatty Cao Yusheng cried out in alarm. 

When those large hands left the edge of the abyss, that area slowly closed, the world cracks slowly 

vanishing. 

Just how great of power was this? Those hands supported heaven and earth, maintaining this passage! 

The divine might was matchless, simply unimaginable. 

“We are going back!” After saying this, Great Elder brought these youngsters with him, tearing apart the 

void and thus leaving. 

They crossed realms, traveling through the Nine Heavens, from Great Scarlet Sky to Immeasurable 

Heaven. This was an extremely great distance, one that was unimaginable, yet under Great Elder’s 

divine abilities, the moat of heaven could be traveled on, the time cut down. 

Along the way, youngsters left one after another, all of them carrying heavy emotions. They headed 

towards their respective families to deliver news, because the great sects of the Nine Heavens still didn’t 

know about what happened in Great Scarlet Sky. 

It was to the extent where at the Desolate Border, where the true battlefield was, those great sects still 

didn’t receive information. 

Eventually, there weren’t many people left on the warship, most people leaving. 

When they returned to Immeasurable Heaven, Great Elder disappeared with a flash, having Shi Hao and 

the other youngsters return to Heavenly Deity Institution on their own on the warship. 

“Yi, they came back!” 

In the academy, there were people who cried out, looking into the sky. 



Shi Hao, Cao Yusheng, and quite a few people descended, appearing in Heavenly Deity Institution’s 

plaza. There were others who headed for Immortal Academy, Sacred Academy, and some back to their 

own families. With such major events happening, they all wanted to report back as soon as possible. 

“Did the foreign side truly invade?” 

“Did a great battle happen? What are those enemies from the other side like?” 

A group of youngsters rushed over, surrounding Shi Hao and the others, continuously asking questions. 

These people didn’t have the qualifications to head to the battlefield, because back then, only the best 

of the younger generation were brought along to gain experience. The others were all older generation 

experts. 

“The war has become, a cruel era has begun!” Shi Hao’s expression was heavy, speaking in a serious 

tone. 

“Why did you all return? You went to the battlefield, didn’t fight with the other side, instead cowering 

and running, aren’t you all deserters?” Right at this time, an inharmonious voice sounded. 

Shi Hao’s eyebrows jumps. He endured a wave of anger and turned around. His mind immediately sunk, 

those people seemed a bit familiar. 

He immediately recognized them. When he broke into the long life Wang Family with Great Elder 

before, fighting a great battle against Immortal Wang, these two had previously watched from afar. 

These were people from Wang Xi’s family! 

Why did they come? Shi Hao thought back, truly not paying attention whether anyone from Wang 

Family headed out to battle. 

“Speak, why did you all come back? How is the battle situation up ahead?” The middle-aged man in the 

lead coldly asked. 

This made Shi Hao’s mind turn. The situation was extremely strange. Why did Wang Family’s people 

arrive in Heavenly Deity Institution, criticizing and ordering others here? With the great war starting, this 

was extremely strange, an extremely dangerous signal!n)/𝐨-/𝓥-/𝖊(-𝑙-)𝑩/-1()n 

Chapter 1365 - Deranged 

This was originally Heavenly Deity Institution, so what reason did Wang Family have for presiding over 

things here? From their attitudes, their words, it was as if they completely treated themselves like this 

place’s masters. 

“You! Ninth grandfather is asking you something, why aren’t you replying?!” Not far out, a young man 

walked over. He was extremely handsome, but his expression was a bit treacherous, not all that kind. 

“He is your ninth grandfather, not others’.” Shi Hao replied indifferently. He had seen this youngster 

from the Wang Family. When this person met him before, he acted extremely respectfully, yet now, he 

acted so boldly, he clearly had confidence in his backing. 



That middle-aged male in the lead was precisely the so-called ninth grandfather. He looked like he was 

in his robust years, blood energy exuberant, but in reality, he had already cultivated for an endless 

amount of time. 

“Why are you not responding?!” Another person shouted. 

“Coming to Heavenly Deity Institution and acting so arrogant and bossy, what kind of place does your 

Wang Family treat this as? Why should I bow my head to you all, why do I need to reply to you?” Shi Hao 

looked towards them. 

“Wang Family’s people really are something, coming to Heavenly Deity Institution to behave atrociously. 

Why did I not see you all in Great Scarlet Sky Border? What are you all acting fierce here for?” Cao 

Yusheng couldn’t hold back, mocking them directly. He didn’t return to Sacred Academy. 

“Younger generation, I was not talking to you. What right do you have to speak here?!” That so-called 

ninth grandfather Wang Tianming said, sweeping his eyes over towards Cao Yusheng. 

“This is Heavenly Deity Institution, I can say whatever I want, what does it have to do with you? It’s not 

like this is your Wang Family, if you all want to pretend to be high and mighty, go back to your long life 

family!” Cao Yusheng opposed him with equal harshness, not backing up at all. 

“Shut your mouth!” Right at this time, Wang Tianming released a short shout. He used dao sound, his 

voice like thunder, making even the void tremble. Even Heavenly Deity Institution was trembling. 

Everyone’s expressions changed. What was he trying to do? 

This was Heavenly Deity Institution! Everyone else was shocked. It was strange for a group of experts to 

rush over to the academy to begin with, now, they were actually opposing Shi Hao and the others. 

“Speak, why did you all leave the battlefield, come back on your own, become deserters?” Someone 

next to Wang Tianming released a low roar. 

This type of situation was extremely bad. They didn’t ask about the situation, directly attaching a bad 

name to Shi Hao and the others. 

“Your Wang Family is too overbearing! This is Heavenly Deity Institution, what right do you all have to 

view yourselves as the masters? What do you all really want to do?!” Shi Hao asked a question right 

back, loudly berating the other side. 

Right now, Heavenly Deity Institution became quiet. A few students walked over, looking at Wang 

Family. They all felt like today’s events were too strange. 

“The world has changed, the foreign side has invaded. We are patrolling the various lands to prevent 

something unexpected from happening. Heavenly Deity Institution is an important place, so now that 

you all returned, we naturally need to seriously interrogate you.” Wang Tianming calmly replied. 

Then, his expression became severe, shouting out, “So many people left, why did only you all return? It 

is definitely because you all left the battlefield without permission. Capture them and examine them 

strictly!” 



Everyone’s expressions changed. This was too serious. Wang Family’s people wished to deal with Shi 

Hao, things were definitely not going to end well for him. 

Quite a few people knew that this was revenge. Wang Family wanted to take this opportunity to capture 

Shi Hao, this was an excuse to deal with him. 

“Unbridled!” Shi Hao shouted. 

At the same time, Cao Yusheng was also angered, incredibly furious. He shouted out again, “I didn’t 

even see you all in Great Scarlet Sky Border, yet you are bossing others overbearingly here, what kind of 

skill is this? If you have the guts, then go on the battlefield! Just a group of cowards!” 

Shi Hao carefully thought back, he really didn’t see Wang Family’s people in Great Scarlet Sky. Could it 

be that after they heard the Ancestral Dragon Bugle Horn, not a single person left!? 

This was extremely frightening. With the Desolate Border battle arriving, there might very well be 

traitors in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ backlines! This produced a shadow over Shi Hao’s mind. 

Wang Tianming said coldly, “A group of younger generation, how can you all understand the important 

figures’ plans? We received orders to patrol this place, make sure that the Nine Heavens are safe to 

avoid people taking advantage of the situation to cause chaos. Right now isn’t the time to explain things 

to you all. Hurry up and confess, why did you flee from the battlefield? Arrest them all right now!” 

Several middle-aged man around them walked up, powerful auras released from their bodies. They 

were going to suppress Shi Hao, Cao Yusheng and the others. 

“Do you think there is no one in my Heavenly Deity Institution? Wang Family, you all really are 

something, climbing up to our heads!” Not far out, a cold snort sounded. An elder walked over. 

It was precisely an elder from Heavenly Deity Institution. The other elders all left, after the bugle horn 

sounded, they all followed the warship to Great Scarlet Sky to join the battle. 

It could be said that Heavenly Deity Institution was extremely selfless, only leaving behind a single elder 

to watch over this place for the youngsters that stayed back, doing this to have a better chance in the 

great battle. 

“Dao brother, long time no see.” Right at this time, two elders walked over from not far away. These 

were living fossil level great figures, right now blocking that elder’s path forward. 

Did Wang Family go crazy? 

This was what everyone was thinking. Wang Family was clearly going to powerfully take action, to deal 

with Shi Hao and the others. Even when an elder level figure from Heavenly Deity Institution took 

action, they still insisted on taking action. 

“Unbridled!” Heavenly Deity Institution’s elder was now truly angered. Wang Family went too far. 

“Dao brother, please remain calm and do not become impatient. Let’s capture these people first, we will 

know more after interrogating them for a bit.” An elder said with a laugh. 



“What do you all really want to do?” Heavenly Deity Institution’s elder said coldly. The situation was too 

clear, Wang Family was looking for trouble. 

“It truly is hateful! Huang fought a bloody battle on the front lines, successively defeating ten great 

young experts from the other side, displaying might for my Nine Heavens, meanwhile, where was your 

Wang Family? All of you merely hid in the back, taking action against your own side, despicable and 

hateful!” Cao Yusheng said out of anger. He was normally cheerful and easygoing, yet now, he was truly 

angered badly. 

Everyone was moved. Huang fought a great battle on the border? That type of accomplishment was 

extremely brilliant. When the two armies faced off, he slaughtered ten kings of the other side! Just the 

thought alone stirred everyone up. 

“Merely one side of the story, just you all who are saying this, who would believe you? I want to capture 

you all. After examining you all, the truth will be known!” Wang Tianming said. 

Everyone knew that once he fell in their hands, Shi Hao definitely wouldn’t have a good ending, even if 

he didn’t die, he was going to be crippled. 

“Many people can serve as witnesses, the young geniuses of various clans have all returned, all of them 

returning to their clans. The events that happened will soon spread throughout the Nine Heavens Ten 

Earths.” 

When he heard these worlds, Wang Family’s two elders and Wang Tianming’s eyelids jumped. However, 

they quickly calmed down, still insisting on interrogating them. 

“Shi Hao, tell us everything that happened on the battlefield.” Heavenly Deity Institution’s elder said. 

Shi Hao didn’t hide anything, speaking about everything that happened on Great Scarlet Sky Border, 

making many people’s breathing rushed, their emotions rising and falling, nervous and excited. 

This was especially the case when they heard that Purple Sun Heavenly Monarch, Lu Hong, and the 

others were killed in battle, every one of their minds sunken. Those were but the best of the younger 

generation, known to be part of the strongest group of people, yet they actually withered away there. 

When they heard Shi Hao calmly speak about his own ten victories, everyone could imagine the scene of 

those great battles. All of them could feel hot blood boiling within them. 

“Just a one-sided story. How much stronger could you be than Purple Sun Heavenly Monarch or Lu 

Hong? They were killed in battle, yet you came back safely, even talking about what ten successive 

victories, nothing more than lies. In my opinion, you are definitely hiding things!” Wang Tianming spoke 

emotionlessly. He was extremely domineering, insisting on capturing Shi Hao and carrying out an 

interrogation. 

“Wang Family, what are you all really trying to do? Could it be that you wish to betray the Nine Heavens 

Ten Earths, about to rebel?!” At this time, the only elder left in Heavenly Deity Institution couldn’t hold 

himself back anymore, erupting into a great rage. It was because the other side’s demands were too 

disrespectful, moreover completely absurd, pestering endlessly. 

“Just directly say what you all want to do!” Shi Hao shouted. 



“Motherfucker, there wasn’t a single person from Wang Family on the battlefield, yet all of you are 

strutting around in the backlines, targeting those from the same side. Utter trash!” Cao Yusheng also 

angrily rebuked. 

Wang Tianming’s expression fell greatly, because this was just too disrespectful, but there really were no 

other excuses. He obtained orders that if he had the chance, he had to capture Shi Hao, obtain a piece 

of scripture from his divine consciousness! 

This was an order passed down from the Wang Family’s nine ancestors, from the sons of Immortal 

Wang. 

It was because they obtained news that Shi Hao obtained a piece of formidable scriptures from the 

Northern Stone Forest, very likely the Imperishable Scripture! 

It was rumored that this was personally deduced by Immortal Wang! 

These scriptures were too important, if Wang Family’s ancient ancestor Immortal Wang obtained it, he 

might very well step foot into the long life domain, achieving immortality! 

That was why after Wang Family learned of this, they didn’t hesitate to pay any cost. Even if they 

offended anyone, having the heavens against them, they still wouldn’t shrink back. They had to obtain 

that scripture. 

As long as Immortal Wang achieved immortality, broke through the shackles, then there was no need to 

fear any powers, especially in this era where no one could achieve immortality. Once one stepped into 

that level, the benefits they would obtain would be unimaginable. It wasn’t as simple as breaking 

through and becoming a true immortal, it might be even greater! 

That was why Wang Family’s people came, watching over this place, appearing a bit ‘deranged’ here, 

insisting on capturing Shi Hao without giving the other side any face. 

“Words cannot be spoken randomly, otherwise, there will be great trouble!” Wang Tianming looked 

towards Heavenly Deity Institution’s elder. Normally, he treated this elder with great respect, but now, 

he acted as if the other party wasn’t important at all, because there were two great experts from Wang 

Family here! 

Moreover, there might be peerless figures from Wang Family who might come themselves! 

“Truly unbridled and domineering. Wang Family, since you all wish to betray the Nine Heavens, you all 

better have made the preparations to pay the most bitter price!” Heavenly Deity Institution’s elder 

shouted, directly about to fight. 

“Slandering us like this, you really shouldn’t have done this.” The two elders from Wang Family stepped 

forward, stopping him. They released battle intent, preventing him from saving Shi Hao. 

Everyone trembled inwardly. Wang Family was going to tear apart all face, insisting on dealing with Shi 

Hao. Right now, Great Elder, Second Elder and the others all went to participate in the battle, not 

coming back. The situation was looking bad. 

“Are you going to bind your own hands and feet, or do you want us to take action?” Wang Tianming had 

his hands behind his back, walking over step by step. Everything was within his grasp. 



“Huang, you traitor, compiling what lies, even saying some ten successive victories, today, I am going to 

capture you, reveal your true character!” Wang Family’s youngster said with a cold laugh. 

“Get lost! When we were fighting on the battlefield, scoundrels like you could only hide in the back, not 

daring to join the battlefield!” Cao Yusheng shouted. 

“I am standing right here. I want to see who can touch me!” Shi Hao said coldly, remaining extremely 

calm. 

“Hah, truly insolent. Just a younger generation, even though your cultivation is a bit unique, before us, 

you won’t be able to do anything even if you were a dragon!” Wang Tianming said coldly. He brought 

several middle-aged men forward, wishing to directly take action. 

“I am warning you, if you take another step, you will immediately be killed!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

Everyone was stunned. The situation was dire, yet Huang actually dared to speak like this, putting on 

this brash display! 

“Haha...” Wang Tianming roared with laughter. Then, his expression suddenly became cold. He walked 

forward and said, “I will personally subdue you, what can you do?” 

“Kill!” Shi Hao released a light shout. 

Wang Tianming’s face carried an expression of mockery. He was originally extremely calm, but now, he 

immediately stood still, and then a miserable scream sounded. 

The earth ruptured, a black war spear carrying ruthless killing dao light rushed out from underground, 

piercing through him with a pu sound, fishing him high into the air. 

“You even dare behave atrociously in my territory. Courting death!” A golden little ant that had 

remained silent this entire time appeared, guiding several ancient warriors in black armor, walking out 

from underground.n.-O𝒱𝔢𝐋𝐁In 

Chapter 1366 - Killing Intent Surging 

The changes took place too quickly! 

An ice-cold spear that was pitch-black like ink, incomparably sharp, pierced through Wang Tianming, 

fishing him high into the air, blood scattering down. 

The ground burst open, five individuals dressed in black armor emerged. They either held pitch-black 

great halberds, heavenly spears, or cold war pikes. 

There was also a golden little ant that stood on the shoulder of the leader. They suddenly emerged from 

underground, rupturing the ground surface, arriving in Heavenly Deity Institution. 

Ah... 

Wang Tianming screamed miserably. He didn’t immediately die, suffering from extreme pain. Even his 

face was warped, entire body contorting. 



The black war pike was extremely thick and long, piercing in straight from his ribs and out through the 

bottom of his neck, penetrating his entire chest. This type of damage was just too serious. 

This was especially the case when the spearpoint pierced through the bottom of his neck, its surface 

dyed in bright red blood, appearing perfectly in front of his face. This type of scene was even more 

frightening. 

The victim Wang Tianming was scared out of his wits. After that spear pierced through him, it now 

rested right in front of him, this intense scene almost making him directly faint. 

However, he couldn’t faint, because the pain was too great, directly roasting his soul, burning his body. 

This weapon was too terrifying, not only could he feel it himself, everyone else could clearly see this 

scene as well. 

The black war spear had a ring of mysterious symbols around it, a type of spell, as well as secret force, 

even more so a release of divine power. They released great dao patterns, appearing there. 

These symbols were like flames of the underworld, burning Wang Tianming’s body, corroding his soul. 

“No! Let me down! Save me!” Wang Tianming screamed. He couldn’t endure this type of torment. 

Everyone’s expressions changed. One had to understand that Wang Tianming wasn’t an ordinary 

individual, but rather a super expert. Even if he couldn’t compare to Immortal Academy’s elders, his 

status was still extremely high. 

However now, he surrendered. After being pierced by the spear, his soul was even trembling, as if a 

judgment day trial was carried out, one that he couldn’t resist. 

Blood dropped down, flowing along the pike, landing on the ground. This scene was truly alarming. 

Wang Tianming was raised up just like that, nailed into the air by the giant war spear. The surrounding 

void all split apart, difficult for him to budge in the slightest! 

The scene was terrifying, everyone in the surroundings horrified! 

“Filth like you are just too unbridled. It is one thing if you all act bossy and overbearing in your own 

Wang Family territory, yet you all dare come here to act crazily. Not knowing the difference between life 

and death!” The golden little ant said coldly. 

He truly was angered badly. After returning from Great Scarlet Sky with Shi Hao, they were actually 

trapped by this type of scrafty scoundrel, moreover wishing to capture them. This filled him with anger. 

They fought on the battlefield, Shi Hao facing the ten kings alone. Meanwhile, Wang family didn’t 

challenge the enemy, instead stirring up trouble in the back, wishing to deal with those from the same 

side. It truly was hateful. How could the little golden ant not be angry? 

When he sensed danger, he exchanged a few words with Shi Hao, and then immediately left, silently 

going underground to call for reinforcements from Heavenly Horned Ant’s immortal manor. 

“Let him down!” The faces of the two great figures from Wang Family were downcast. This type of 

change was outside their expectations. 



This was a sudden change in situation, inwardly feeling alarm, feeling that they didn’t understand this 

place well enough. They never expected that the Heavenly Horned Ant could bring over this type of 

mysterious soldier. 

Everyone could see that these black armored soldiers weren’t true flesh and blood creatures, already 

turned into puppets. However, they were definitely loyal to the Heavenly Horned Ant, possessing a 

mysterious type of spirituality that allowed them to remain somewhat clear-headed. 

“Are we going to let him down just because you said to? Who do you all think you are?!” The golden 

little ant stood on the black armored soldier’s shoulder, saying this coldly. 

It loathed Wang Family’s people, hating them even more than the other side. 

Shi Hao walked up, not giving the two great figures who spoke up a look, instead looking at Wang 

Tianming and saying, “I already warned that if you didn’t back up, you would inevitably be killed!” 

“Let me down, quickly!” Wang Tiaming roared. He truly couldn’t hold on anymore. That black war spear 

was wrapped in symbols, as if the flames of hell were refining his soul. 

His primordial spirit couldn’t even escape, trapped in his flesh. It was corroded, burned to ashes by the 

black flame, disappearing bit by bit. 

This was a type of unimaginable torment. He watched as his soul turned to dust bit by bit, watching 

himself slowly die. This brought him even more fear than direct death. 

“Do you all truly harbor ulterior motives? Resisting arrest is one thing, yet you even dare take action to 

kill those patrolling this world. We came to patrol this place, see if the various areas are safe, yet only 

you all have acted arrogant and despotic. Are you all really going to rebel?” A great figure from Wang 

Family said with a sunken voice. 

“Do you all even want any more face? You can even speak these types of words?” Cao Yusheng couldn’t 

help but curse out. 

Wang Family was clearly deliberately distorting the truth, harboring ulterior motives themselves, yet 

they now placed the accusation on Shi Hao and the others instead. 

In reality, those two elders were a bit helpless as well. They were forced to this extent, truly not having 

any other reasons to use. If they directly bowed down, then everything would have been meaningless. 

They came for the Imperishable Scripture, coming under Wang Family’s highest level of decree. 

“Let him go. We will let bygones be bygones. As long as you tell us about Great Scarlet Sky’s situation 

clearly, we can return your innocence.” An elder from Wang Family said. 

It was because he didn’t dare truly act rigidly. The five great experts the golden Heavenly Horned Ant 

brought made him feel fear. Even though he knew that they weren’t living people, only war tools, they 

still made him feel great apprehension. 

“Does your Wang Family not want any face anymore?” Shi Hao spoke up. With a wave of his hand, he 

said to the golden little ant, “Kill that person!” 



Hong! 

The golden ant spoke a single sentence, and then the black war pike in the leading soldier’s hands 

moved. A wave of black flames surged, and then with a hong sound, Wang Tianming screamed, his 

entire body turning into charred coal, primordial spirit even more so directly burned to ashes. 

An important person from Wang Family was killed just like this! 

In the surroundings, there were quite a few people who were watching this, all of them greatly alarmed. 

This was but a great figure from a long life family, yet he died just like that. 

“Huang, do you know what you’ve done? You resisted arrest and killed an inspector, are you rebelling?!” 

An elder from Wang Family roared, but he was clearly appearing fierce while cowardly at heart. 

Shi Hao berated, “Resisting arrest? Who does your Wang Family think you all are? Who gave you all the 

title of inspector? What qualifications do you all have to arrest others? All of the long life families are 

fighting with their lives on the front lines, yet you all are stirring up things in the back, even daring to 

claim devotion to righteousness, do you all even want any face? Absolutely no sense of shame!” 

His voice was like thunder, making many people’s ears ring with weng weng sounds. Wang Family’s 

people’s faces even more so changed. 

“You... even if you feel that it is unfair, you could speak up. Why is there a need to directly kill someone? 

Moreover with this type of black demonic flame, burning one’s soul, it is just too vicious.” Someone 

from Wang Family disputed. 

“Do you feel that this type of black flame is vile? These are immortal dao symbols. Back then, it killed the 

enemies, burned down countless people from the other side on the battlefield!” The leading warrior 

said with a blank expression. 

When these words sounded, everyone became alarmed. These were but worthy and virtuous people 

from the past! They fought against the other side before, who dared question them? 

Meanwhile, Wang Family’s people even more so quivered inwardly. Don’t tell me these puppets truly 

had their own wills? 

“Seniors, please take action, arrest all of them!” Shi Hao said. n.-O𝒱𝔢𝐋𝐁In 

Qiang! 

The five of them walked forward together, in their hands war pikes, great halberds, heavenly spears, and 

other things, all of them surging with killing intent, carrying a type of terrifying aura not even endless 

time could erase. 

“You all... cannot act recklessly!” Wang Family’s people lacked confidence. At this moment, they all 

shivered inwardly, because even though the five of them could be considered puppets, they were deep 

and immeasurable. 

“Is there anyone who has acted even more recklessly than you Wang Family?” Cao Yusheng shouted. 



“I wish to ask all of you something. Does your Wang Family have no memory, or do you all truly wish to 

betray the Nine Heavens?” Shi Hao shouted. 

“You... what are you saying? Don’t randomly accuse others!” The expression of Wang Family’s elder 

became ugly. 

“If that isn’t the case, then why did you all do this, questioning the worthy people who have returned 

from the battlefield?” At this moment, Heavenly Deity Institution’s elder also walked over, because 

those two no longer dared to stop him. 

“Wang Family’s people, if you all aren’t betraying us, did you all already forget? Not long ago, Great 

Elder and I have previously visited your Wang Family, killed a few people. Your Ancient Ancestor 

Immortal Wang personally promised not to stir up trouble. However, not much time had passed, yet you 

all already went back on your words, coming here to provoke us. Are you all courting death? Do you 

want your clan eradicated?!” Shi Hao berated. 

“You...” Wang Family was starting to lose confidence. They originally wanted to captured Shi Hao quickly 

and obtain the Imperishable Scripture, never expecting things to suddenly develop like this. 

“You what you? Since Wang Family has become deranged, wishing to be wiped out, then we will satisfy 

your wish!” Shi Hao said. 

“You... you dare! My Wang Family has the Nine Dragons and the ancient ancestor, yet you dare claim to 

wipe us out. There will definitely be a great disaster for you!” That Wang Family youngster shouted. 

“Just a weed, a random dog-like existence, where is there room for something like you to make noise?!” 

Shi Hao directly walked over. His right hand reached out, a large hand crushing over. 

“You...” The youngster was already speaking domineeringly from earlier. Now, he was struck by this 

slap, immediately exploding with a pu sound, turning into a blast of bloody mist. 

“You are going too far, actually daring to randomly deal with my Wang Family’s people, this is provoking 

the dignity of an entire long life family!” Someone from Wang Family shouted. 

“What dignity does Wang Family still have? Merely scum. You don’t want to accept this? Today, I am 

going to start precisely from you. I want to see if Wang Family really is defecting!” Shi Hao berated. 

“You dare?!” The middle-aged man quickly took action, wishing to capture Shi Hao first, use him as a 

hostage. With a hong sound, his sparkling purple large hand approached, about to grab Shi Hao. 

Pu! 

Blood splashed out. He released a miserable cry, because Shi Hao held a sword core in his hand. It 

directly pierced through that large hand, the wound bleeding endlessly. That sword core possessed a 

demonic nature, simply about to suck his entire body’s blood dry. 

In this instant, Wang Family’s people trembled, even the two elders’ expressions changed. They knew 

that this youngster was difficult to deal with himself, having many abnormal things on him. 

“Kill them!” Shi Hao said. 



Right at this time, bloody light splashed out. Five great elders’ war spears, heavenly pikes, and other 

things pierced over. Wang Family’s people couldn’t retaliate at all. They were instantly pierced through! 

Only those two elders avoided the attacks, as they were experts after all. They resisted with everything 

they had, but in the end, they still couldn’t hold on. The five weapons stabbed right through the others, 

and then they stabbed towards the two of them again. 

This was a war formation. On the battlefield, it had previously cut down countless foreign enemies, so 

capturing these two was just a trifling task. 

Kacha! 

The two elders’ precious artifacts and other things they cultivated together with their lives were 

completely crushed to pieces under the war pikes and heavenly spears. Then, the two elders were also 

pierced through by the weapons, fished up, and nailed into the sky, blood dripping everywhere. 

Everyone was shocked. These were Wang Family’s great experts, their clan’s seniors, yet in the end, they 

were all killed under the five great puppet soldiers’ weapons! 

“You all dare to do this, my clan’s old ancestor won’t just sit still! All of you will definitely be eradicated!” 

“My Wang Family has the Nine Dragons, when they move out together, no one can match them!” 

Wang Family’s two elders were unwilling to accept this, weakly shouting this. 

“If the Nine Dragons dare show themselves, then we’ll just kill all of them!” Shi Hao said coldly. Then, he 

shouted, “Kill them!” 

Pu! 

The five weapons shook. Those people who were raised into the air, including the two Wang Family 

elders were blown up, turning into blood and scattered ashes! 

They were eliminated just like that, all of them killed! 

The scene was dead silent. The great figures of a long life family were killed just like that! 

“What do we do now?” The golden little ant asked, clearly looking like he still wanted to continue. 

“Naturally take action, uproot a few of Wang Family’s strongholds in Immeasurable Heaven, especially 

those places that are relatively closer to Heavenly Deity Institution. We won’t leave a single one alive, 

wipe all of them out!” Shi Hao spoke, full of killing intent. 

“What?” Everyone was shocked. This was just too crazy. Was he going to go to war with Wang Family? 

However, who could stop Immortal Wang? 

“Child, you must take your time to make your decision!” Heavenly Deity Institution’s elder walked up, 

fearing that Shi Hao might encounter danger and provoke a huge disaster. It was because if those Nine 

Dragons truly were going to come out, no one could suppress them now. What was even more 

frightening was if Immortal Wang came out from seclusion, then things would become even more 

troublesome. 



“Great Elder returned, he didn’t leave yet!” Shi Hao only had this line, secretly informing this elder. 

Chapter 1367 - Striking Down Wang Family 

Kill them all! He was extremely straightforward, not sparing a single person. Wang Family’s people were 

completely wiped out. 

Moreover, things didn’t end just like this. Shi Hao discussed things with Cao Yusheng, Chang Gongyan, 

and even consulted the elder about where their strongholds were. 

Was he trying to pierce the heavens? 

A disturbance erupted. Everyone was extremely shocked. Huang was going to take action powerfully, 

going to overturn the sky! This was definitely a major event! 

Of course, after news spread. Heavenly Deity Institution was completely furious. Wang Family went too 

far, going against their own side at this crucial point, targeting someone who fought for the Nine 

Heavens, it truly made one suspect if they harbored evil intentions. 

“We must demand an explanation from Wang Family. Just what exactly are they trying to do?” 

Someone shouted. It was as if gunpowder was ignited, everyone stirred up. 

“Haha, I can’t wait. Wang Family, you group of bastards clearly have sinister motives. We will take the 

initiative to come and pay you all a visit ourselves!” The golden little ant was excited, extremely warlike. 

Soon afterwards, Shi Hao moved, getting onto a warship. Many people followed, heading towards the 

stronghold closest to Heavenly Deity Institution. 

Shi Hao believed that this stronghold was definitely where intelligence was gathered. Wang Family’s 

people nearby all had their eyes on Heavenly Deity Institution the entire time, so this type of stronghold 

should be wiped out. 

There was an ancient castle that wasn’t that small. It could be considered a branch academy, also taking 

disciples, located not too far from the giant city at the limits of the great earth. 

The mountain region here rose and fell, ancient trees towering into the heavens. This could also be 

considered a spiritually refined place, or else Wang Family wouldn’t have attached importance to the 

land here, definitely wouldn’t have used it to build a dao rite. 

“Who?” 

Between the verdant mountain range, a shout sounded from an ancient castle, because someone 

discovered that a warship was approaching. 

“Who dares enter the long life Wang Family’s restricted land, daring to act this wantonly? All of you will 

be killed without pardons!” 

On the platform in front of the mountain region stood two youngsters. They were extremely arrogant, 

even though they saw a warship fly over, they still didn’t panic, instead sitting there pompously, pikes 

resting by their sides. 



It was clear that these were people who were in charge of keeping a lookout. However, they were 

extremely arrogant, not believing that there were people who really dared to attack Wang Family, which 

was why they didn’t attach much importance to this incoming warship at all, only berating the other 

side. 

“En? Still not stopping? Are you all courting death? This is Wang Family’s restricted land, all those who 

dare to trespass will be killed!” Someone shouted coldly. 

The warship ignored them, moving while sticking close to the mountain forest, quickly arriving. The 

intention was clear, it was going to smash straight into the ancient castle. 

“Enemy attack!” 

The two youngsters cried out, blowing the bugle horn. 

In that instant, the people inside the ancient castle were alarmed, quickly starting up great formations, 

producing large amounts of symbols and other things, stopping the enemy invasion. 

When the warship rushed past, the platform outside the ancient castle was immediately smashed 

through. The two youngsters lost their previous arrogance, scared to the point of rolling on the ground, 

their bodies laying close to the ground to avoid being killed. 

Dong! 

This ancient castle’s main entrance instantly collapsed to pieces, because the warship was just too tall, 

not even the formation patterns that appeared here able to stop it. 

Large amounts of buildings broke apart inch by inch, and then they collapsed. A giant warship crushed 

down on this place, tearing through everything like rotten weeds, about to completely destroy this 

stronghold. 

“Who? Not knowing the height and depths of heaven and earth, you dare come here to stir up trouble 

in my Wang Family’s branch academy?!” A short shout sounded. There were finally experts who came 

out, activating a type of precious technique. It was as if a great sea surged over, stopping the warship. 

This was definitely a powerful individual, or else how could he have this type of methods? However, this 

place was just one of Wang Family’s branch academies, a stronghold that was far from the original clan 

shouldn’t have this type of expert. 

The warship stopped, remaining still in midair. 

Sou sou sou... 

Several dozen figures rushed into the sky, overlooking the warship, one of them a middle-aged man with 

extremely deep cultivation. His eyes flickered about like a small sun. 

This person was a bit weaker than the two elders who entered Heavenly Deity Institution, but 

comparatively speaking, he should still be a great expert, at the very least, comparable to Wang 

Tianming. 



“It’s you, Huang, you actually dare charge here!” These people recognized Shi Hao with a single look, all 

of their expressions changing. The middle-aged man in the lead felt that the situation wasn’t right. 

“Where is Wang Tianming?” 

“It seems like you all really came for me, aware that Wang Tianming headed to Heavenly Deity 

Institution. However, he is already dead.” Shi Hao coldly said. 

“What?” These people were first shocked, and then they were furious. That middle-aged man in the 

lead was quite decisive, saying, ‘Run!’, the first one to flee. His eyes carried viciousness, about to escape 

after giving Shi Hao a look. 

“This has something to do with you all after all, monitoring Heavenly Deity Institution here. Not a single 

one of you will be allowed to escape!” Shi Hao shouted. 

On the warship, several blazing streaks of light flew out, the symbols of the ancient ship. They launched 

attacks. Under pu pu sounds, a few people were killed. 

Chi! 

At the same time, a black figure flew out, instantly catching that middle-aged man. Then, a spear pierced 

through him, raising him up. He didn’t even have room to resist. 

This was one of the soldiers the golden little ant called out, his fighting strength powerful! 

This time, he didn’t deal a killing blow, because Shi Hao wished to understand the situation a bit. 

Shi Hao invited that elder from Heavenly Deity Institution to take action, explore his sea of 

consciousness, find out what exactly Wang Family wanted to do. 

“Imperishable Scripture!” When the elder secretly transmitted to Shi Hao. He was shocked, this 

scripture was exposed after all, Immortal Wang deduced it. 

Shi Hao couldn’t help but feel shock. Immortal Wang was too formidable, this person who was 

suspected to have been sealed from the last great era was too terrifying, able to even deduce who the 

scripture belonged to, he really couldn’t help but shiver inwardly. 

“You... let me know! This matter will end here, both of us are in an awkward situation.” That middle-

aged man said softly. 

Only, this type of compromise was only on the surface. Shi Hao saw a hint of coldness flash past in the 

depths of his eyes. Wang Family’s people did not want to accept this. 

Pu! 

Shi Hao personally took action, a sword penetrating that elder’s skull, and then wiping out his primordial 

spirit. Since he already took action, he wouldn’t act too kindly. 

“Go, to the next place!” 

The warship set sail, turning into a streak of flowing light, disappearing in the mountain range. 



That day, in this boundless earth, four strongholds belonging to Wang Family were flattened, the 

important figures all wiped out. 

This triggered quite the commotion. Many people were paying attention to this. What was Huang trying 

to do? He really dared to take action, actually overturning Wang Family’s stronghold! 

This was definitely a huge matter. Daring to attack several strongholds of a long life family, this was 

simply the same as wishing to pierce the heavens! 

A wave of undercurrents surged, brewing. A giant storm was about to take form! n𝑂𝑣𝐄-𝗅𝑏/1n 

Sure enough, Wang Family’s people came, moreover an extremely important figure coming to denounce 

Shi Hao publically for his crimes, bringing quite a few men straight to Heavenly Deity Institution. 

This was a war chariot pulled by nine giant beasts, oppressing the heavens, rumbling as it arrived. 

The war chariot was copper green, looking extremely ancient, previously suffering the baptism of war. It 

was covered in blade marks and sword holes that hadn’t been repaired, because great dao natural laws 

were condensed on their surface, supporting this chariot and making it even stronger. 

Wang Zhen! 

This was the descendant of one of Wang Family’s Nine Dragons, Wang Er’s eldest son, belonging to the 

Wang Family’s most ancient third generation group. He was an extremely important figure, his authority 

great. 

Of course, his cultivation was also ridiculously powerful. After all, with this type of status, moreover 

living from the ancient times until now, he had experienced all types of things. 

Wang Family was angered, now mustering great forces, bringing several hundred war chariots across the 

sky. The skies rumbled with noise, several hundred barbaric beasts rushing over, making the heavens 

shake intensely. 

This shocked many great powers. Wang Family was going to make a serious move! They brought out 

their family’s great banner, the flag fluttering about. Normally, they would only do this when they went 

on an expedition to fight a great battle. 

Wang Family was still far, but Heavenly Deity Institution already received news. 

Cao Yusheng was furious, saying, “Wang Family’s people really are shameless! When all of the clans 

headed to Great Scarlet Sky Border to fight, they were nowhere to be seen, yet now, they sent out 

several hundred war chariots, thousands of elite men!” 

Many people were paying attention to this, watching this event play out. 

These war chariots had clearly been immersed in the flames of war. Right now, they were all extremely 

brilliant, the copper rust releasing heaven rushing radiance under the support of divine force. 

They were closing in. Wang Family’s men pressed towards Heavenly Deity Institution, one able to sense 

that wave of vicious energy even from far away. 



This was the first time something like this happened since Heavenly Deity Institution’s opening, another 

party actually wished to trap this place. 

“Huang, where is he?!” From the horizon, a dignified voice sounded from within the largest bronze war 

chariot. It sounded like thunder, as if a heavenly emperor was roaring, making the skies break apart. 

Regardless of whether it was Heavenly Deity Institution’s people or the men from various clans who 

hurried over after receiving news, they were all shocked. That was Wang Zhen! He was terrifying after 

all, his cultivation deep and immeasurable. 

Shi Hao stood on top of a great mountain within Heavenly Deity Institution, shouting, “You all didn’t go 

to the Desolate Border to fight against the foreign enemies, instead leading your elite forces to trap 

Heavenly Deity Institution, what are you all trying to do? Are you going to betray this side?!” 

Chapter 1368 - Trump Card 

“Youngster, is this the attitude you should be having when you see older generation figures? You didn’t 

come to pay your respects, instead shouting noisily. Do you have no sense of propriety?!” A cold voice 

sounded from the war chariot. 

“This old thing really is a good-for-nothing. All face has already been torn, yet you still want Shi Hao to 

go and pay his respects, truly intentionally acting sickeningly.” Cao Yusheng said. 

The little ant nodded. He was rather hot tempered, if he had a choice, he would have just slaughtered 

his way over. 

“Surrounding Heavenly Deity Institution, giving off so much murderous intent, coming over with such 

hostility, yet you still have the nerve to mention what older generation and respect. The fact that I didn’t 

directly ask you all if you have cast yourselves over to the other side is already an act of politeness, 

giving you all face!” Shi Hao said. 

He opposed them with equal harshness, not having the slightest good impression of Wang Family. 

Towards Wang Zhen’s invasion, it really was unexpected. Wang Family’s people actually really dared to 

do this, leading a large army to trap Heavenly Deity Institution. 

“Huang, you should know why we came!” The people in the war chariot next to Wang Zhen shouted. 

Shi Hao laughed coldly, saying mockingly. “Of course I know. You came to apologize, right? If you all are 

sincere, then just immediately head to the border to fight, my Nine Heavens’ good men are currently 

fighting with their lives on the line. I believe your awareness shouldn’t be this low right?” 

“Audacious!” A youngster lost his cool, roaring out, “Shi Hao, Huang, who do you think you are? 

Provoking the Wang Family again and again, today, not even an immortal can save you if he comes!” 

“What? A cornered dog driven to desperate action? You don’t want to talk reason anymore?” Cao 

Yusheng laughed loudly. He stood at Shi Hao’s side, pointing forward, a look of disdain on his face. 

“Shut up!” Several thousand people roared, the voices great. Several hundred mounts roared, the noise 

shaking up heaven and earth. These were definitely elite troops, blood energy immediately surging 

outwards, extremely intimidating. 



“How can Wang Family be something you can humiliate?!” The thousands of people raised their 

weapons at the same time, cold light flickering in the nine heavens. A wave of vicious killing energy 

pressed over, making all of Heavenly Deity Institution’s temperature drop sharply. 

Cao Yusheng’s expression changed. These men really were too powerful. They should be Wang Family’s 

trump card! 

“Little friend, we do not wish to oppress others with strength, but this time, you’ve truly crossed the 

line, actually continuously killing my Wang Family’s disciples. Do you really think my long life family has 

no one left?” On the largest bronze war chariot, Wang Zhen walked out, standing there. He wore golden 

robes, having white hair but fair skin, his aura exceptional. “Originally, senior Meng Tianzheng and my 

clan had reached an agreement that the misunderstanding between us has been removed, that you 

won’t act with hostility towards us anymore. I never expected that after just a short period of time, you 

would act so viciously, harming my clan’s disciples. It truly is going too far.” 

“This old man looks like he has an immortal aura and dao bones, so why is he this shameless?” The 

golden little ant said. 

“Exactly! This fella really has the nerve to say this. Wasn’t it the Wang Family who came on their own to 

bother my Heavenly Deity Institution’s Shi Hao? Why is something black now spoken as if it was white?” 

Cao Yusheng also spoke out. 

The two of them echoed each other, not giving the other side any face, directly exposing everything. 

“With things already reaching this state, your Wang Family should already understand what happened. 

If not, then just ask the people here. Everyone has seen that Wang Family’s people deserved to be 

killed!” Shi Hao’s reply was extremely simple and direct, because what should have been said had 

already been said by the Heavenly Horned Ant and Cao Yusheng, there was no need to go any further. 

“Little friend, you are too overbearing. What is there that cannot be discussed? Why was there a need 

to kill? This matter truly leaves me quite troubled. If I cannot bring you back to the clan, then there is no 

way of justifying the dead. However, you don’t need to be scared, my Wang Family has always been 

benevolent, we know that the confrontation this time might have been a misunderstanding, which is 

why we will not harm your life. However, you have to be brought to the funeral hall and apologize to the 

dead. What do you say?” Wang Zhen said with a gentle voice, putting on a tolerant look. 

“Old man, didn’t you all just come for that scripture, wishing to kidnap Shi Hao? Can you all stop being 

so despicable? Listening to you makes me want to vomit!” The Heavenly Horned Ant said loudly. 

“Unbridled! You dare speak to my old ancestor like this?” Someone from the younger generation 

shouted. 

“Get lots. Who do you all think you are? Thinking that you are extremely noble? Forget about Wang 

Zhen, even if Immortal Wang came himself, I would still say the exact same thing!” The Heavenly Horned 

Ant berated. 

Everyone’s minds trembled, and then they woke up. This was the descendant of the Vicious Ten, the 

Heavenly Horned Ant’s own son, the descendant of an immortal! In terms of his status, it really was 

extremely high. 



“What a pity, this is not Immortal Ancient era, already not the place for you to act impudently!” In the 

war chariot beside Wang Zhen, a middle-aged man said coldly. 

“Even someone like you can use the word impudent? I am the only Heavenly Horned Ant left, yet I am 

still more open and honest than your entire Wang Family. You are a group of hypocrites! If you want to 

steal the scripture, then just come! What is the point of saying all of this? All of you are disgusting, like a 

group of flies!” The little ant said. 

After staying together with Cao Yusheng all this time, the pure Heavenly Horned Ant’s mouth also 

became quite dirty. 

“The Heavenly Horned Ant Clan, did they dominate Immortal Ancient through their tough mouths? No 

wonder they declined.” That middle-aged man from Wang Family said coldly. 

“What did you say?!” The little ant was furious. Immortal Ancient War was when all of their past people 

were wiped out, including his own father. For him, this was a type of great pain. 

He wasn’t the only one, Shi Hao’s face also fell. “Wang Family, you all have crossed the line. The 

Heavenly Horned Ant Bloodline fought a great battle against the foreign enemies. How can the sacrifices 

these people made be something you all can humiliate?!” 

The others also felt something, all of them staring at that Wang Family middle-aged man. 

“Haha, Wang Ji was rambling, that isn’t what he really means.” Wang Zhen laughed, and then his face 

fell. “Huang, are you going to come to my Wang Family mourning hall or not?” 

“Your words make me feel utter disgust for Wang Family!” Shi Hao was extremely impolite. He didn’t 

wish to say too much to these people. “If you want to arrest me, then you all better have prepared 

yourselves. Wang Family’s mourning hall might just have another few thousand coffins!” 

This was an undisguised threat, killing intent overflowing! 

In the surroundings, everyone became shocked. 

“Directly take action, kill this group of shameless people!” The little ant shouted. 

“Thing who doesn’t know the difference between life and death, originally we still wanted to talk things 

over, give you all a chance to step down quietly. Now, we’ll just directly seize you all!” That middle-aged 

man Wang Ji said coldly. Then, he looked towards the little Heavenly Horned Ant, saying, “Even though I 

don’t want to bring it up, this is how reality is. Your bloodline should just properly reproduce and take 

care of yourselves!” 

“You dare threaten me?” The little ant was furious. 

“And what if I am? Prepare for attack!” The middle-aged man said. 

In the skies, several hundred war chariots, thousands of men immediately erupted with heaven shocking 

killing intent. Wang Family’s trump card was moving out, pressing forward, weapons flickering with cold 

light. 

“Kill!” These people roared. 



“Seniors, please take action and arrest them!” Shi Hao spoke. 

“Kill!” Right at this time, five low roars sounded, the voices not that loud, but they penetrated the nine 

heavens. Five figures appeared, all of them dressed in black armor. It was precisely the five soldier 

puppets. 

“Five people even dare face my army of thousands? What a joke!” The middle-aged man Wang Ji said 

with a sneer. n.)𝑜/.𝓋(-𝓮)/𝗅).𝕓/-I()n 

They didn’t know these five people’s identities, only knowing that something happened to Wang 

Family’s people, and then hurriedly rushed over. This time, they invested quite a large amount, using the 

most powerful battle formation! 

Sure enough, thousands of people lined up, powerful winds sweeping about, engulfing the heavens 

above and earth below. A wave of terrifying battle intent immediately pervaded outwards, shocking this 

entire world. 

All of the observers trembled inwardly, even those who came from long life families like this. They all 

knew that Wang Family used a formidable type of battle formation. Unless exceptional individuals took 

action, there was going to be great trouble. 

However, what was unexpected was that the five individuals weren’t affected. They wore black armors, 

great halberds, war pikes, heavenly spears in hand, directly facing the army of thousands, not displaying 

any fear. 

“The ones who humiliate the Heavenly Horned Ant Bloodline shall die!” 

Moreover, at this time, the leading soldier spoke this sentence. 

“Is that so? We are waiting to see what you all can do about it!” Wang Ji didn’t seem concerned at all, 

saying this indifferently. 

“Kill!” 

Immediately afterwards, the five soldiers roared, completely erupting, their voices immediately shaking 

up heaven and earth, even more terrifying than primal chaos thunder. Everyone immediately became 

stupefied. 

Moreover, at this moment, they erupted with a sea-like wave of killing intent, a wave of blood energy 

that had accompanied them from the past life and death battlefield engulfing this place, intimidating the 

world. 

Everyone became stupefied. These were definitely people who had walked through mountains of 

corpses, seas of blood, a bloody killing intent created after killing countless enemies. It was just too 

shocking, never before seen in this world. 

There were only five individuals, yet they swept through the great army before them. In that instant, a 

path was cut open, broken arms and severed limbs flying about, weapons broken, no one able to stop 

these five individuals. 

Even Shi Hao was now stupefied. These five experts were just too terrifying. 



As for Wang Family’s so-called trump card, it was directly overturned, crushed, swept through, corpses 

falling in large amounts, war chariots exploding! 

Pu! 

In what seemed like just an instant, the five great soldiers slaughtered their way over, one of them even 

more so turning into a streak of black lightning. The war pike in his hand shot out, and then with a pu 

sound, pierced through the middle-aged Wang Ji, fishing him up into the air. “The Heavenly Horned Ant 

Bloodline cannot be humiliated!” 

This scene was too shocking. They tore through everything like rotten weeds, directly slaughtering their 

way over, not even the super expert Wang Ji able to evade in time. His body was pierced by a pike, 

nailed into the sky! 

Everyone was stupefied, and then hot blood surged within their bodies. 

However, Shi Hao instead sighed. The five great experts originally warped and weaved through Desolate 

Border, slaughtering the foreign side’s great enemies, yet now, they were forced to deal with some 

people from the Nine Heavens. This was a type of sorrow, those five individuals definitely didn’t feel 

good inside. 

Chapter 1369 - Formation Annihilated 

They had previously fought a world-shaking battle in the Desolate Border, bathed in the blood of endless 

enemies. In the end, they returned with their bodies in ruin, left with no choice but to refine their own 

bodies into puppets. These were old soldiers who had previously fought great battles with the foreign 

side! 

However now, they had to take action against the descendants of the Nine Heavens. Being forced to this 

step also left one feeling sorrow and helplessness. Their spears should’ve been pointed at the foreign 

side, yet now, there were people from the Nine Heavens who opposed them. 

“You... let me down!” Wang Ji cried out. He was nailed into the air, in great pain, difficult for him to 

endure this type of torment. 

Blood flowed down along the spear’s black golden shaft, an alarming sight. Wang Ji couldn’t move at all, 

only able to scream out, the spearpoint eating at his soul. 

“Dao friends, please be magnanimous, there are some things that can be settled with just a bit of 

explaining. We still haven’t taken action against Shi Hao, yet you all pierced Wang Ji’s chest, killed our 

clan’s disciples, isn’t this going a bit too far?” Wang Zhen spoke. He already withdrew far away. 

That war chariot really was unordinary, swirling and flowing with complex bone texts, successfully 

avoiding the five old soldiers’ attacks. 

This place became completely quiet. 

Everyone was extremely shocked. Wang Family’s army of thousands surrounded Heavenly Deity 

Institution, yet over a hundred people were swept through just now, crushed and turned into corpses. 



“Even you all have the shame to use the two words ‘too far’. Leading an army of thousands to surround 

Heavenly Deity Institution, already said that you were here to seize Shi Hao, what not taking action 

against Shi Hao is there to talk about? Could it be that we can’t resist until you all hold the executioner’s 

blade by our necks?” Cao Yusheng said. 

The five old soldiers’ strength exceeded everyone’s expectations. These were Wang Family’s elites, their 

trump card, yet in the end, they were chopped up like vegetables, over a hundred people killed in an 

instant. 

“Please let down Wang Ji, we can slowly discuss things between us.” Wang Zhen said, still remaining 

calm. He had white hair and fine skin, possessing a type of immortal feeling. 

Wang Ji was his descendant, someone who could also be considered an expert in the clan, his status not 

low. He couldn’t just watch his own descendant die. 

“Kill him!” Shi Hao said, not showing the slightest hesitation. 

“The Heavenly Horned Ant bloodline cannot be humiliated!” The solder leader’s war spear shook. With a 

pu sound, Wang Ji only had time to release a miserable scream, and then he broke to pieces, turning 

into a blast of bloody mist, losing his life. 

A great expert from Wang Family died just like that, like a radish being pared, like cabbage being 

chopped up, simple, efficient, and direct. 

“You...” Wang Zhen’s expression changed, suddenly becoming angry, losing his cool. The other party 

killed an important figure from Wang Family, not showing any mercy. 

In the surroundings, the great families nearby who hurried over after they heard the news all trembled 

inwardly. Those five old soldiers left them all in great fear. Even though they had long died, no longer 

true creatures, they still possessed the confidence to overlook everyone here. 

They all knew that things could no longer be mediated, this might very well develop into a huge matter! 

“Set up the formations, bring out all of the formation cores. Today, since all of you decided to act 

ruthlessly, don’t blame my Wang Family for acting rudely. We will use violence to kill all of you 

demons!” Wang Zhen said coldly. 

Then, following an order, bronze formation cores appeared between these soldiers one after another, 

linking this place up. A terrifying aura was released. n.)𝑜/.𝓋(-𝓮)/𝗅).𝕓/-I()n 

This was Wang Family’s war formation, passed down from their ancestors. It had displayed outstanding 

use when fighting against other long life families before. 

“Who are you calling the demons?” Shi Hao berated. 

The five old soldiers had fought endless battles in Immortal Ancient, in the end dragging back their 

ruined bodies, ultimately sealing themselves into puppets. These people had established great merit, 

protecting these Nine Heavens. Insults against them couldn’t be tolerated. 

Everyone was shocked, because at this moment, Shi Haos face fell, extremely angry. It was clear that 

Wang Family’s remarks touched his bottom line. 



“There are some things that can’t be said. Slandering me isn’t that big of a deal, but there are some 

people you all truly shouldn’t insult. Ask the people here, who dares call these five seniors demons?!” 

Shi Hao shouted loudly. 

“You call them old soldiers who had fought endless battles in Immortal Ancient, but what proof do you 

have? It is nothing more than a title of righteousness you established yourself, wishing to get the world 

on your side. Let our Wang Family’s soldiers examine if they really have that type of strength!” Wang 

Zhen said coldly. 

Dong! 

On Wang Family’s side, formation cores shone, mottled copper rust stains came off, every single one of 

them starting to become sparkling and translucent. 

These bronze formation cores all had many blade marks and sword holes, but now, these already 

couldn’t be considered flaws, because they had great dao patterns infused into them, making them even 

more terrifying. 

At the same time, this proved that these formation cores had experienced great battles before. They 

had been immersed in blood and flames. 

“Arrange the formation, attack!” Wang Zhen shouted. 

His white hair fluttered about, body releasing killing intent. Immortal dao energy completely 

disappeared, malicious intent surging into the sky. When one person’s aura changed so greatly in an 

instant, it was also extremely shocking. 

The several thousand soldiers raised their weapons at the same time, slowly advancing. This time, it was 

completely different from before. Those formation cores moved, interweaving into bone texts, 

surrounding the void. 

Everyone was covered within, every single soldier protected inside! 

This was a battle formation, one of Wang Family’s killing formations that could cut down the Nine 

Heavens’ gods and devils, the power boundless. 

When they saw the war formation shine, a few long life families’ expressions became extremely ugly, 

because some of their seniors had previously died under this formation. 

“Pierce through them, kill them all!” The golden little ant shouted, truly finding Wang Family’s people 

unsightly. Not only were they bossy and domineering, they were even extremely hypocritical. 

Thousands of people advanced, charging forward like a powerful stream of steel, power sky-shocking. 

The entire world began to tremble; right now, everyone held their breaths. 

It was because Wang Family was going all out, now truly displaying their power. 

Ka! 

When all of the soldiers raised their weapons, aiming them all at the five soldiers, lightning flashed and 

thunder rumbled. Waves of chaotic energy surged in this battle formation. 



This made everyone shiver inwardly. It was as if an ancient prehistoric giant had revived, its body 

condensing in this battle formation, as if it was going to defy the heavens and return to this world! 

“Aohou...” Sure enough, a roar sounded. A gray-colored monster appeared. It had a divine ape head, a 

wolf body, giant snake tail, and even a pair of black bat wings, its appearance extremely sinister. 

This was a world-shocking killing formation, able to continuously release prehistoric giants. They rushed 

out from the formation cores, making one shiver with fear. There were several hundred formation 

cores! If they all released vicious beasts, then it would be unimaginably terrifying. 

“Kill!” 

Several thousand people roared, their voices shocking heaven and earth! 

At this moment, Shi Hao, the golden little ant, Cao Yusheng, and the others’ expressions all changed. 

They truly underestimated Wang Family’s backing, this type of power too shocking. 

It was because right at this moment, many formation cores lit up, several dozen prehistoric giants 

emerging, every one of them looking majestic and imposing, their power exceptional. 

This was a killing formation made specially to deal with peerless experts! 

“Seniors, be careful!” Shi Hao transmitted sound. 

The five soldiers stood together. Their weapons shot through the void, the trajectories extremely 

frightening, as if heavenly blades were descending onto this world, deep and cold killing energy shaking 

up the heavens. 

Great dao symbols appeared from their bodies, deep and cold, as if they came from the realm of asuras, 

killing intent flourishing even more powerfully! 

“Destroy the formations!” 

The soldier leader released a low shout. The five individuals advanced together, facing Wang Family’s 

great formation with their bodies. 

Pu! 

One of the soldiers raised his large black halberd into the air, hacking apart the monster that appeared 

first, killing it on the spot! 

The five individuals were actually this terrifying! Everyone sighed with astonishment. They had just 

begun, yet it already left Wang Family’s side shaken. 

“Revive all of them, activate all of the formation cores! Kill them all!” Wang Zhen said coldly. 

Several hundred formation cores shone at the same time, becoming brilliant and dazzling. Prehistoric 

giants appeared one after another, crushing down until heaven and earth split apart, making the ground 

tremble. This type of power was too great, as if the most powerful beings were displaying their power. 

“Accept death!” At the same time, Wang Zhen laughed coldly. He produced a magical decree that was 

extremely ancient, a fragment left behind from the last great era. It possessed a type of mysterious 



power, prepared specially for dealing with unmatched experts. Right now, it supported the battle 

formation. 

Hong! 

Sure enough when the five soldiers took the initiative to attack, their weapons were all blocked. The 

great formation produced a barrier of light, protecting everyone. 

This was especially true after it was supported by the magical decree fragment. Its power increased 

greatly, the great formation not being affected at all. 

That was, without a doubt, an immortal dao decree! 

It was to the extent where it might even be a supreme treasure fragment, its origins impossible to even 

estimate. 

Everyone’s expressions changed. The situation was extremely terrible. Wang Family came fully 

prepared. 

“Break!” 

Right at this time, the old soldier leader produced a small tattered banner, throwing it into the great 

formation in front of him. 

Hong! 

Everything changed. Wang Family’s formation became unstable, starting to shake intensely. The 

hundreds of giant beasts that appeared all cried out, trembling continuously. 

Of course, the most direct change was that the decree fragment Wang Family brought out released a pu 

sound, starting to burn, quickly turning to ashes. 

“That is... an immortal banner?!” Wang Zhen’s face immediately became pale. 

“A ruined banner that had basked in the blood of countless enemies, belonging to our squadron. Even 

though only the five of us are left, the war banner still remains!” The old soldier said quietly, as if 

reminiscing about the past. 

Hong! 

After eliminating that magical decree fragment, the damaged small banner destroyed several dozen 

formation ores. The five old soldiers walked forward with large steps, unleashing a great murderous 

disaster. 

It was just that simple, directly breaking through the formation! 

The five of them were like fierce tigers that entered a group of sheep, weapons breaking and blood 

splashing out wherever they went, no one able to stop them! 

“Kill!” Wang Zhen shouted out. He had no choice but to stake it all. It was because the group of old 

soldiers immediately arrived in front of him, too fast, not even his ancient war chariot could move this 

quickly. 



Dang! 

The magical artifact he activated flew out, the war chariot helping him block a world-shocking strike. 

“Stop!” He shouted. 

However, that soldier didn’t listen to anything he said, only attacking murderously. 

Wang Zhen was extremely strong, powerful and extraordinary, but he didn’t wish to exchange attacks 

with this old soldier, fearing that he was an Immortal Ancient resident. He activated the magical decree 

fragment again, wishing to kill the soldier in front of him. 

However, the old soldier’s body surged with an expanse of symbols, directly blasting that magical decree 

to pieces. These were immortal dao symbols. 

“Heavenly Horned Ant Great One had previously bestowed this, carving protection symbols. Even a 

corner of a damaged immortal dao magical decree wants to injure me?” 

Pu! 

The other four rushed over as well, appearing at almost the same time. Five weapons stabbed out 

together, piercing through Wang Zhen’s flesh. 

Ah... 

Wang Zhen roared out, struggling intensely, but he couldn’t escape at all. His primordial spirit was 

sealed within his flesh, no way for it to escape the body. 

“Hurry and stop! Everything can still take a turn for the better, we can discuss things!” He released a low 

roar, not wishing to die. 

“There is no need!” A soldier exerted force. The heavenly spear brandished about, hacking apart Wang 

Zhen at the waist. Blood gushed out crazily. 

“I am Wang Family Nine Dragons’ second dragon’s eldest son, you all cannot kill me!” He still didn’t die. 

The upper half of his body spoke out, his voice extremely quiet. It was because he was scared of losing 

face, and at the same time, he was extremely weak, so this part wasn’t faked. 

“It won’t make a difference even if the nine dragons came!” That old soldier was extremely direct. 

Pu! 

Wang Zhen died, blasted apart by the five individuals’ weapons, turned into a bloody paste! 

“We are waiting for the nine dragons to come!” 

Chapter 1370 - Nine Dragons’ Emergence 

Waiting for the nine dragons to come? They were going to fight Wang Family to the very end! 

When the nine dragons came out, it was no different from Immortal Wang coming out himself. It was 

because if the nine dragons came out at the same time, they were unmatched under the sky, this saying 

had been passed around for a long time. 



Now, Heavenly Deity Institution killed the eldest son of the second dragon, not giving the other party 

any face, completely breaking all relations. 

“This... is a great disaster. Wang Family is definitely going to become furious, definitely going to send out 

a great army, dispatch troops to Heavenly Deity Institution. Heaven is going to collapse, earth is going to 

sink!” 

Someone from a long life family released a sigh. They were definitely provoking a great disaster. There 

was no way Wang Family would leave the matter at that! 

However, of those who were present, Shi Hao, Heavenly Horned Ant, and the five soldiers, all of them 

were calm, none of them looking like they went crazy. 

Right now, Wang Family’s thousands of soldiers were all in disorder. They lost their leader, causing all of 

them to panic. In reality, their great formation had long been broken up by the five old soldiers. 

“Kill, get revenge for Ancestor Wang Zhen!” Someone shouted. There were a few war generals in the 

formation who led the charge forward. 

“You all have skills for nothing, not using it on the right path. Surrender!” The face of the elder who 

stayed behind in Heavenly Deity Institution sunk, also preparing to take action. 

However, the five old soldiers’ movements were even faster. They activated the small banner. With a 

peng sound, it crushed over. Five hundred people exploded on the spot, all of them dying violently. 

This was a flag that had participated in immortal battles, something that had experienced the war with 

the other side. The five of them definitely didn’t survive through a fluke, they were veterans of a 

hundred battles. 

Under this type of massacre, Wang Family’s so-called trump card soldiers appeared too weak, the 

difference between them too great. 

“Die, or yield!” Shi Hao shouted, giving them the chance to make their choice. 

“You... are threatening Wang Family?” There was someone who shouted out, unable to accept this, 

wishing to intimidate Shi Hao with Immortal Wang’s name. 

“I have never felt threatened by anything, this has remained true my whole life. The number of people 

from Wang family I’ve killed is already not that small, do you really think I’ll be scared because of your 

threat?” Shi Hao said. 

“You...” That person shut his mouth. 

“If you don’t want to die, then all of you better lower your weapons and lay on the ground!” Shi Hao 

shouted. 

The five old soldiers took action. This time, they didn’t unleash a great slaughter, instead suppressing 

the other side. All of them were disarmed, weapons flying outwards. In addition, there was a great 

pressure they couldn’t resist crushing down on them, making all of them lay on the ground before the 

five old soldiers’ feet. 



The three thousand soldiers that were still alive were all subdued! 

Wang Zhen came powerfully, yet things ended in such a dismal manner. The leaders were killed, all 

those who remained were taken prisoner. 

“People like you, even though you all don’t feel fear, are merely foolishly loyal, stupid. The ones you are 

protecting is Wang Family instead of the Nine Heavens that are truly in trouble. Stirring up internal 

strife, from a certain perspective, all of you are sinners!” Heavenly Deity Institution’s elder shouted. 

These people were quickly convicted, about to be sent off to the Desolate Border to fight. 

“What right do you all have to do this? We are Wang Family’s people, you all don’t have the right to 

punish us!” A war general roared out, expressing his disapproval. 

“Then you can just die!” Shi Hao brandished the sword core in his hand, removing his head with a pu 

sound, moreover shattering his primordial spirit. Blood gushed outwards. 

He was just this decisive, not giving this general a chance. 

Everyone else from Wang Family kept quiet out of fear. They said that they didn’t fear death, but who 

truly didn’t fear death? This was especially the case when they faced this demon king-like youngster, all 

of them filled with apprehension. 

It was because Shi Hao really did kill when he said kill, not joking around, even those from a long life 

family killed without hesitation! 

“In the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, the elite soldiers of all clans have already headed off to the Desolate 

Border, joining the bloody war. Where is your Wang Family in all of this?” Shi Hao shouted. He stared at 

them and said, “Slow and sluggish, I didn’t see you all hurry over, instead stirring up internal strife, we 

now have reason to believe that your Wang Family is colluding with the enemy, doing things for the 

other side!” 

“You are maliciously slandering us!” A general’s expression changed, shouting out. It was because this 

wasn’t something that could just be spoken. Once it was proved, Wang Family would have no footing 

left, they would suffer from the attacks of all clans! 

“Fine, then I await the day your Wang Family proves your innocence, look forward to when you all send 

great forces to Desolate Border!” Shi Hao said. 

After speaking, he looked towards the horizon, and then sat down. 

What was he trying to do? 

Soon afterwards, everyone understood. Huang really was waiting for Wang Family’s people! 

Were the Nine Dragons going to make an appearance? This was a huge problem. If they did come, then 

that would be sky shattering! 

Wang Zhen was killed, three thousand Wang Family troops taken captive, arrested in Heavenly Deity 

Institution. This information quickly spread, many giant clans in the nine heavens above all heard about 

this. 



This triggered a huge commotion, producing heaven overflowing waves. 

Everyone was stunned. Huang actually dared to do this, producing just too great of a disturbance! 

At the same time, everyone also woke up. They silently thought to themselves, Wang Family indeed 

didn’t send troops to Desolate Border, could it be that there really was a problem? 

This was an extremely terrifying matter, one that all families had no choice but to pay attention to! 

If Wang Family betrayed the Nine Heavens, that would be an absolute disaster! A few old monsters that 

remained in the Nine Heavens began to talk in secret, as this matter couldn’t be treated simply. 

“There is news, Wang Family has erupted with scarlet multicolored light, blood radiance overflowing. 

There was a peerless great figure who erupted with rage, already coming out of seclusion!” 

“The Nine Dragons have moved, about to flatten Heavenly Deity Institution!” 

... 

These rumors appeared, triggering an uproar. This was definitely shocking news. 

Just how many people dared to say they would flatten Heavenly Deity Institution? This place was 

established by Meng Tianzheng, a present world unmatched figure. 

Only the Nine Dragons dared to be this unbridled, speak like this. This matched their style of doing 

things. 

Sure enough, the information was verified. A giant warship rushed out from Wang Family, flying towards 

Heavenly Deity Institution, tearing apart the void, traveling across the sky dome, killing intent engulfing 

all directions. 

Wang Family’s great figures moved, out, the nine dragons were coming! 

This was a huge storm! 

No one would have expected things to develop to this degree. The nine dragons actually made an 

appearance! Just how many years had it been since they left Wang Family’s pure land? They were now 

going to go to war. 

“Heavenly Deity Institution is going to be exterminated! Even daring to detain my Wang Family’s people, 

daring to kill my children, all of you can just pass into oblivion!” Someone roared out from the torn void, 

deranged from anger. 

This was Wang Er, the second dragon, a peerless expert. He stood at the bow of the ship, gray-white hair 

flying about. His body was wrapped within primal chaos, killing intent shaking the heavens. 

“Huang, this little fella has provoked a huge disaster, possibly bringing a calamity of annihilation to 

Heavenly Deity Institution.” 

There were old monsters who said softly, these individuals paying close attention to this matter this 

entire time. 



“Something doesn’t seem right, why do I feel like it is a bit strange? A little fella like that doesn’t dare 

stir up such trouble. Don’t tell me he is testing to see if Wang Family really has intentions of rebelling?” 

“Wu, when everything is pieced together, Wang Family was the first to force the other side, and then 

Heavenly Deity Institution retaliated powerfully, did they do this to see Wang Family’s confidence?” 

This was what the few elders were thinking. However, soon afterwards, they closed their mouths, 

because there were old monsters from the clans that were gathered together to secretly discuss things. 

Wuwu... 

A warship that was absolutely massive, surrounded by immortal energy, tore through the sky, arriving 

from the limits of the world, immediately appearing above Heavenly Deity Institution. 

This ship was just too large, comparable to a star, its tremendous size giving off an incomparable 

pressure. 

Together with the strands of immortal energy that it gave off, as well as the chaotic energy that swirled 

about, this giant warship made even one’s soul start trembling. This was an unmatched warship. 

It cast down an enormous shadow, the entire great earth was covered underneath, producing a dusky 

expanse! 

Wang Family’s people came, the Nine Dragons appearing, arriving with matchless divine might. They 

arrived at Heavenly Deity Institution, looking down on everyone. 

The aura the warship released made all creatures within hundreds of thousands to millions of li tremble, 

shiver with fear. This type of pressure was difficult to endure, it was just too terrifying. 

The ship was dark red color, dyed by the blood of the most powerful experts. This ship’s origins were 

great, used by Immortal Wang, but today, it was controlled by the Nine Dragons. 

“How many of the Nine Dragons came? Are all nine here?” There were great figures observing in secret, 

feeling greatly shaken up inwardly. 

No matter how one looked at it, Wang Family’s nine dragons had now all become powerful, all of them 

exceptional experts. When all nine were together, they were simply undefeated! 

“Heavenly Deity Institution, your sins are too severe. You’ve harmed my clan’s disciples, killed my 

children, just pay us back in blood!” Someone shouted! 

A powerful figure walked out from the massive warship, his body towering into the heavens, standing at 

the bow of the ship like a world shocking giant. 

This was his magical projection, supporting both heaven and earth, who knew how many tens of 

thousands of zhang tall. Right now, it erupted with an incomparably terrifying aura. 

“Destroy Heavenly Deity Institution Dao Rite first, it no longer needs to exist!” This figure roared out. 

This was one of the Nine Dragons, precisely Wang Er. 

Hong! 



Immediately afterwards, the nine heavens even trembled. Immeasurable Heaven shook, continuously 

cracking apart, simply like the end of the world. 

It was because a halberd appeared in Wang Er’s hands. Killing light overflowed, boundless immortal 

energy appearing, about to cleave this world in half! 

“Heavens, this is Wang Family’s sect suppressing supreme treasure, one of their clan’s unmatched 

immortal artifacts -- Long Life War Halberd!” 

 


